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Terrace Sites in the Valley of Oaxaca

When
exploring Oaxaca in southern Mexico

during the late 1800s. Field Museum cu-

rator William H. Holmes was awestruck by the

archaeological ruins he observed in this mountain

valley:

About Oaxaca many of the important architectural

remains are found on mountain tops, and one soon

comes to recognize the notched profiles of the ridg-

es and peaks that border the valley as being due to

the strangely directed enterprise of the ancient in-

habitants. The feeling of surprise induced by this

discovery is followed by one of amazement as the

real nature and extent of the work dawns upon the

mind. As the explorer climbs the slopes and picks
his way from summit to summit, he is fairly dazed

by the vast array of pyramids and terraces, which

not only crown the heights but overspread the steep

slopes, destroying traces of natural contour and

making the mountains actual works of art. From the

massive ramparts of these mountain cities one gaz-

es down into the blue and distant valleys, where the

present cities and towns appear as mere patches of

white and pink set in fringes of green. (Holmes

1897:211-212)

Holmes had traveled extensively throughout

Mexico and the American Southwest, yet few

sites impressed him as much as Monte Alban, the

hilltop terrace site that was the prehispanic capital

of the Valley of Oaxaca for over 1000 years (c.

500 b.c.-a.d. 700). He describes his trip to Monte

Alban on horseback as "the most romantic feature

of my trip to southern Mexico" (Holmes 1897:

216). After he made his ascent up the steep slope

to the summit of the site, leading his horse with

much difficulty, he described the view from the

top as bewildering:

In years of travel and mountain work I had met

with many great surprises
—such as that experi-

enced on emerging suddenly from the forest-cov-

ered plateaus of Arizona into a full view of the

Grand Canon of the Colorado, or of obtaining un-

expected glimpses of startling Alpine panoramas—
but nothing had ever impressed me so deeply as

this. The crest of Alban, one-fourth of a mile wide

and extending nearly a mile to the north, lay spread
out at my feet. The surface was not covered with

scattered and obscure piles of ruins as I had ex-

pected, but the whole mountain had been remod-

eled by the hand of man until not a trace of natural

contour remained. There was a vast system of level

courts inclosed by successive terraces and bordered

by pyramids upon pyramids. Even the sides of the

mountain descended in a succession of terraces, and

the whole crest, separated by the hazy atmosphere
from the dimly seen valleys more than a thousand

feet below, and isolated completely from the blue

range beyond, seemed suspended in mid air.

(Holmes 1897:218)

Hilltop terrace sites have long been recognized

as a distinctive yet relatively common form of set-

tlement in the prehispanic Valley of Oaxaca in

southern Mexico (Figure 1.1). Beginning in the

late 1970s, regional settlement pattern surveys

have provided a systematic inventory of over 100

hilltop ruins in the Valley of Oaxaca, many, like

Monte Albdn. with hundreds of terraces (Blanton

et al. 1982; Kowalewski 1976; Kowalewski et al.

1989). Subsequent surveys of adjoining smaller

valleys and mountainous areas in Mexico's South-

ern Highlands, including Ejutla. Guirun, Sola de

Vega, the Sierra Norte. Penoles, and Nochixtlan,

among other valleys in the Mixteca Alta, have

more than doubled that number (Balkansky 1998,

2002: Balkansky et al. 2000; Drennan 1989; Fein-

Terrace Sites in the Valley of Oaxaca



PACIFIC OCEAN

Fig. 1.1. Map of southern Mexico, showing the Valley of Oaxaca and other smaller valleys and mountainous

areas in the state of Oaxaca that have been surveyed systematically.

man and Nicholas 1990, 1996; Finsten 1996; Ko-

walewski 1991; Spores 1972).

These artificially sculpted hilltop settlements

have been reported and mapped in other regions

of Mexico as well, including the Central High-
lands and the north Mexican borderlands (Di Peso

1979; Hard et al. 1999; McGuire et al. 1999; Nel-

son 1995; O' Donovan 2002; Sauer and Brand

1931). The Valley of Oaxaca and its environs,

however, has the largest reported number of hill-

top terrace sites in all of Mesoamerica. This abun-

dance relative to other regions is not due entirely

to the absence of systematic regional survey else-

where in Mexico. For example, extensive system-
atic regional surveys in highland central Mexico

(Blanton 1972; Parsons 1971; Parsons et al. 1982;

Sanders et al. 1979) have documented many fewer

terrace sites in those areas than are known in Oa-

xaca.

Yet in spite of the significance of these hilltop

communities as ancient landmarks and settlement

centers in highland Oaxaca, few hilltop terrace

sites in the Valley of Oaxaca have been studied

in great detail. Intensive studies and excavations

have been carried out at only the most visible and

impressive terrace sites, such as Monte Alban,

where major archaeological excavation projects

have focused on the site's monumental public

core. Massive archaeological efforts at Monte Al-

ban during the first half of the 1900s were direct-

ed to excavations in the spectacular ruins at the

summit of the ancient settlement (Acosta 1958,

1974, 1975, 1976, 1978; Caso 1932, 1935, 1938,

1942. 1969; Caso and Bernal 1952; Caso et al.

1967; Rubin de la Borbolla 1969). This focus con-

tinues today (Martinez Lopez and Winter 1994;

Winter 1994a, 1994b).

Centered on the massive architectural contexts

that were built on the flattened top of the hill,

early archaeological investigations at Monte Al-

ban included only limited reconnaissance of the

rest of the site. Fortunately, during the last several

decades systematic efforts have been undertaken

to study and map the entire site. In the 1970s

Richard Blanton completed an intensive surface

study of Monte Alban (Blanton 1978) and pro-
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Fig. 1.2. Map of the Valley of Oaxaea and sites mentioned in text.

duced the first detailed map showing the full ex-

tent of the site, including the distribution of more

than 2000 artificial terraces.

Until recently, there had been no comparable
intensive investigations or excavations at other

terrace sites in the Valley of Oaxaea or elsewhere

in Mexico (Hard et al. 1999; McGuire and Villal-

pando 1998; O* Donovan 2002). Consequently, it

has been difficult to know how broadly we can

generalize from the patterns of settlement and oc-

cupation observed at Monte Alb3n. Many terrace

sites in Oaxaea are situated in hilly locales at the

edges of the valley, far from the core where Mon-
te Mb. in is situated. At the same time, no known
terrace site in Oaxaea has monumental construc-

tion nearly as grand or as massive as the nonres-

idential buildings at Monte Alban.

How similar to Monte Alban were other hilltop

sites in Oaxaea that were found during the re-

gional surveys? How did these settlements vary
across time and space? What were their main

functions, and what activities were enacted at

them? How did the residents of terrace sites, often

situated far from prime agricultural land, support
themselves? Because terrace sites were such

prominent features of the Valley of Oaxaea land-

scape, especially when Monte Alban was at its

height of monumentality and size during the Clas-

sic period (a.d. 200-800), answers to these ques-

tions go beyond an interest in the terrace sites

themselves. Investigation of these questions is

necessary to gain an understanding of the eco-

nomic and demographic underpinnings of the

Monte Alban polity, one of the earliest and most

enduring states in prehispanic Mexico (Palerm

and Wolf 1957).

One hundred years after Holmes published his

eloquent description of Monte Albdn. we still

know little about life on hilltop terrace sites, how
these settlements were internally organized, and

what role these communities played in the larger

regions of which they were part. In this study we
endeavor to address these questions about prehis-

panic terrace sites in the Valley of Oaxaea by pre-

senting the results of intensive site surveys at

three large hilltop terrace sites, the Mitla Fortress.

Guirun. and El Palmillo. in the eastern or Tlaco-

lul.i arm of the valley (Figure 1.2). The detailed

maps that we now have for each site and the ter-

race-level data that we gathered are comparable
to information previously collected at Monte Al-

Terrace Sites in the Valley of Oaxaea



ban (Blanton 1978) and provide a comparative

vantage on terrace life from an edge of the valley.

Background to the Valley of Oaxaca

The Valley of Oaxaca has long been considered a

core prchispanic region in Mesoamerica (Palerm

and Wolf 1957). Situated within a large, rugged,

mountainous zone in the state of Oaxaca, the val-

ley comprises the largest expanse of arable land

in the Southern Highlands. This agricultural ad-

vantage relative to other smaller valleys that are

scattered throughout the Southern Highlands is a

key aspect of its preeminence. At present, evi-

dence for the earliest domesticated plant (squash)

in all of the Americas was recovered (c. 8000

B.C.) from a dry cave in the Tlacolula arm of the

valley (Smith 2000; Whitaker and Cutler 1986),

not far from the geographic focus of our investi-

gation. Several millennia after initial plant do-

mestication, the region's early sedentary agricul-

turalists were among the first people in Mesoam-

erica to erect public buildings (Marcus and Flan-

nery 1996). Later, carved glyphs on stones from

Monte Alban and the earlier head town of San

Jose Mogote represent some of the first writing

identified in Mesoamerica (Marcus 1980, 1992).

Monte Alban was established as a regional cen-

ter in the Valley of Oaxaca around 500 B.C. (Table

1.1 ) (Blanton 1978). It was one of Mesoamerica's

earliest cities and long remained one of the area's

larger settlements. Monte Alban also was one of

the earliest terrace sites in the region, if not the

earliest. Because the site was on a hilltop in the

center of the valley, removed from the largest

patches of prime farmland below, it is highly un-

likely that all of the settlement's residents, even

at the time of its initial founding, could have been

engaged in farming (Blanton 1978, 1980; Blanton

et al. 1999; Kowalewski 1980).

Monte Alban dominated the Valley of Oaxaca

for the next thousand years, until the end of the

Classic period (c. a.d. 700-800). The site does

appear to have been unique in its central location,

size, and monumentality, and hence in its role as

the region's capital. Yet the findings from system-
atic archaeological surveys in the valley docu-

ment that Monte Alban was not unique in its hill-

top setting and terraced slopes (Blanton et al.

1982; Kowalewski et al. 1989).

Hilltop terrace sites were a key part of Classic

(a.d. 200-800) and, to a lesser extent, Postclassic

TABLE 1.1. Chronological Sequence for the Valley

of Oaxaca

Oaxaca Mesoamerica

15(K)

1300

1KX)

900

700

500

300

Monte Alban V Late Postclassic

Monte Alban IV Early Postclassic

Monte Alban IIIB Late Classic

Monte Alban IIIA Early Classic

a.d. 100 Monte Alban II Terminal Preclassic

B.C. 100

Monte Alban Late I

300 Late Preclassic

Monte Alban Early I

500
Rosario

700 Middle Preclassic

Guadalupe
900

San Jose

1100

Early Preclassic

1300 Tierras Largas

1500

1600
Espiridion

(a.d. 800-1500) period settlement in the Valley

of Oaxaca. Although terrace sites constitute only
a small percentage of the thousands of prehispanic
sites recorded in the region, collectively they

housed a majority of the prehispanic population

(at least during the last 1000 years before the

Spanish Conquest). During the Classic period, al-

most two-thirds of the valley's population resided

in these generally compact, densely settled com-

munities.

Yet, except for Monte Alban, we know rela-

tively little about the hilltop terrace sites in the

Valley of Oaxaca. Even Monte Alban is most rec-

ognized for its monumental architecture and the

rich Tomb 7 (Caso 1969; Marcus 1983). Blanton's

(1978) intensive survey of the site was the first

effort to define the location of all visible architec-

tural features and residential terraces that are

spread across the top and slopes of the three high

adjacent hills that form the site (see also Peeler

Chapter One



and Winter 1993 for a detailed topographic map
of Monte Alban).

Based on visible remains of structures and res-

idential debris, especially pot sherds and stone

tools, Blanton determined that the majority of ter-

races at Monte Alban were residential, and

mapped and measured them. The 2073 terraces

recorded at the site were the primary units of anal-

ysis. Surface collections of sherds were taken on

most terraces to determine their date of occupa-
tion. Although less detailed and contextualized

than information derived from excavation, these

surface findings allowed Blanton to address a se-

ries of questions about the site that could not be

answered from investigations focused exclusively

on temples and tombs. He has argued that Monte

Alban was primarily a political center, that its res-

idents lived in barrio-like subdivisions, and that

although some production took place at the site,

it was not a predominant regional center for craft

production or redistributive exchange (Blanton

1978:108-109; Feinman et al. 1984). Subsequent
excavations on several residential terraces have

provided key support for the largely residential

use of the settlement's terraces (Gonzalez Licon

2003; Kuttruff and Autry 1978; Winter 1974,

1995; Winter and Payne 1976).

Most other known terrace sites in the valley

were found, recorded, and mapped during the sys-

tematic, full-coverage regional surveys (although

a few were first located during Ignacio Bernal's

[1965] earlier reconnaissance). Given the broad-

brush approach that makes regional survey such

a time-effective way to systematically gather ba-

sic information about the full corpus and distri-

bution of sites over large areas, we know less

about these sites than about Monte Alban. The
first three seasons of this long-term, systematic

investigation of the Valley of Oaxaca were spent
at Monte Alban (Blanton 1978), with the rest of

the 2100-knv area surveyed over four subsequent
field seasons (Blanton et al. 1982; Kowalewski

1976; Kowalewski et al. 1989; Varner 1974). The

regional survey has yielded very important infor-

mation about the distribution of terrace sites

across the region, the occupational histories of

these settlements, and the relative abundance of

certain classes of artifacts at them. At the same

time, the data collected on individual terraces at

these other hilltop sites as well as basic perspec-
tives on these communities are generally less de-

tailed than what we have for Monte Alban. Thus,

questions concerning the general nature of Oa-

xaca's hilltop terrace settlements, as well as direct

comparisons with outlying settlements and Monte

Alban, are difficult to address systematically or in

any detailed fashion.

As several scholars who recently completed a

regional survey in the Mixteca Alta have noted

(Balkansky et al. 2000:385), "One virtue of sur-

vey is its capacity to generate testable hypotheses.
There is, however, a difference between testable

hypotheses and conclusive results. Every regional

model must ultimately be tested on a site-by-site

basis."

Prior to our intensive surface surveys at three

large terrace sites in the Tlacolula subvalley. only
one other terrace site in the Valley of Oaxaca (out-

side of Monte Alban) had been mapped and sur-

veyed intensively. Jalieza. in the Valle Grande or

broad southern arm of the region, was first re-

corded in the 1960s during Ignacio Bernal's re-

connaissance of prehispanic sites in the Valley of

Oaxaca (see Figure 1.2). The site's full extent was

not "discovered" until Jalieza was walked over

and mapped in 1977 as part of the valley survey

(Blanton et al. 1982). During six weeks of field-

work in 1977, more than 2000 terraces were

mapped, covering an area even larger than Monte

Alban (c. 9 km 2
). The spread of temporally di-

agnostic ceramics on the surface, however, indi-

cated that the entire site area was not occupied all

at one time. Different sectors of the site were most

heavily inhabited during distinct eras. Based on

this research, we found that Jalieza was slightly

smaller than Monte Alban and was the valley's

second-ranking center during the Classic period.

Yet although both of these large centers were ter-

race sites, there are stark contrasts in their settings

and architecture that likely reflect their different

roles in the larger sociopolitical system. Monte

Alban was situated on a series of freestanding

high hills in the center of the valley where the

three valley arms come together. Jalieza, on the

other hand, was situated on high piedmont ridges

along the eastern edge of the Valle Grande, near

a mountain pass into the Tlacolula subvalley. The

architectural differences are even more striking.

In volume and elaboration, the monumental ar-

chitecture on the Main Plaza at Monte Alban far

surpasses the public architecture at all other valley

sites, including Jalieza (Blanton et al. 1993:89).

Although smaller mound groups are scattered

across both sites, the civic-ceremonial architecture

in Jalieza's central public core is miniscule com-

pared to Monte Alban 's.

In 1988, Laura Finsten returned to Jalieza and

completed a more intensive surface study and
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mapping project of a small sample (10%) of ter-

races at the site (Finsten 1995). Her more detailed

findings of building rubble and other domestic de-

bris on the surface strengthened the regional sur-

vey conclusions that most of the terraces at Jalieza

were residential. Based on recovered surface ar-

tifacts, she argued for a diverse yet low-intensity

craft industry at the site, including ceramic, ob-

sidian, and local stone tool production (Finsten

1995:85). in line with Blanton's observations for

Monte Alban. No subsequent large-scale horizon-

tal excavations of domestic structures at the site

have been completed and published to confirm the

findings of the intensive surface study.

In the mid-1990s we began a program of inten-

sive surface survey at the Mitla Fortress, Guirun,

and El Palmillo. The results of these investiga-

tions, which form the core of this monograph,
have confirmed the basic findings of the regional

survey at the same time that they provide greater

detail on terrace function, site layout and internal

organization, and specialized activities. We have

subsequently initiated excavation on several resi-

dential terraces at El Palmillo. Although we do

not report on those ongoing investigations in this

volume, we do draw on certain key excavation

findings when they supplement or amplify our

surface observations in significant ways. For

those interested in the terrace excavations, we re-

fer the reader to preliminary statements of our

findings (Feinman et al. 2002; Nicholas and Fein-

man in press).

Principal Research Questions

Through systematic regional surveys in the Valley
of Oaxaca, archaeologists have documented the

prevalence of terrace sites as well as their appar-
ent demographic importance. Yet many questions
remain about the nature of these settlements and
their role in the larger political and economic sys-
tems of which they were a part. Because terrace

sites are especially abundant during the Classic

period, learning more about them is necessary if

we want to expand our understanding of the so-

ciopolitical organization and economy of Classic

period Oaxaca, namely, the nature of the Monte
Alban polity and what came after.

We have detailed surface information from in-

dividual terraces at Monte Albdn and a small sam-

ple of terraces at Jalieza, the two largest hilltop
sites in the valley during the Classic period. But

without comparable data from other terrace sites,

including smaller sites in more outlying areas of

the valley, it is difficult to know how representa-

tive the observations at Monte Alban and Jalieza

are of terrace sites as a whole. Was the capital just

a terrace site writ large, or was Monte Alban func-

tionally and organizationally different from other,

smaller terrace sites? Did the residents of the cap-

ital live in the same kind of units and carry out

the same activities as the inhabitants of smaller,

outlying terrace sites?

Many key questions eventually will require ex-

cavation of a sample of terraces at more than just

a few sites in Oaxaca. Yet intensive site surveys

provide an important intermediate perspective be-

tween excavations of a small sample of terraces

at one or a few sites and settlement pattern sur-

veys focused on whole regions. Here we present

a series of issues and questions about terrace sites

and residential terrace life that require investiga-

tion if we are to understand the significance of

terrace sites and their role in the larger societies

of which they were a part.

Are Prehispanic Terraces in Oaxaca Primarily
Residential or Agricultural?

In highland Oaxaca, terrace sites are generally lo-

cated on the tops of hills and mountains high
above the valley floor. The terraces themselves are

artificially flattened areas that were built up or

sometimes carved into the descending slopes. Ad-

jacent terraces, which often were linked into con-

centric rings, form what look like steps that run

up the slopes of these natural inclines.

Perhaps the most basic question that we address

concerns the principal function of these sites, or

the uses of the terraces. Are most terraces at these

prehispanic hilltop sites in Oaxaca residential or

agricultural (Bernal 1965; Blanton 1978; Winter

1974; cf. Santley 1980:138)? This same question
has been asked of the trincheras sites in northern

Mexico and the southwestern United States

(Downum et al. 1994; Fish et al. 1984; Fontana
et al. 1959; Hard and Roney 1998; Hard et al.

1999).

Prehispanic agricultural terraces have been
identified in Oaxaca (Flannery et al. 1967; Neely
1970; Neely et al. 1990), other highland areas of
Mexico (Kirkby 1972; Sanders 1972:116; Smith
and Price 1994; Spores 1969; Woodbury and Nee-

ly 1972), and elsewhere in the Americas (Donkin
1979: Downum et al. 1985; Fish et al. 1984;
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Huntington 1912; Turner 1983; Wilken 1987).

Some of the lower terraces at Monte Alban are

thought to be agricultural (Blanton 1978:8). Larg-

er terraces at many Oaxaca hilltop sites today are

(or were recently) under cultivation, so it is not

always a simple matter to determine the prehis-

panic use of terraces without excavation. During
the regional surveys, however, we found strong

surface evidence of prehispanic habitation on ter-

races at most (if not all) hilltop sites (Blanton et

al. 1982; Feinman and Nicholas 1990, 1996; Ko-

walewski et al. 1989). Remnants of stone walls or

house foundations, and occasionally small domes-

tic tombs or fragments of plaster floors, were

commonly observed. On more heavily plowed
terraces we often found fragments of building

stones scattered across the surface with other do-

mestic debris.

In addition, we have recorded terraced slopes

on mountaintops
—for example Nueve Puntas

(Feinman and Nicholas 1999), at the extreme east-

ern edge of the Tlacolula arm—that are too high
in elevation for reliable farming. Because Nueve

Puntas has never been plowed (at least not for

centuries), the terraces are astonishingly well pre-

served, with house foundations still standing 0.5

m high above the modern ground surface. Stone

fireboxes also were visible above the piles of

leaves that covered the site. In several instances

we could easily define entryways leading up to

terrace walls still standing over a meter high. At

Nueve Puntas and these other well-preserved

mountaintop sites, the terraces were clearly resi-

dential, not agricultural.

Nevertheless, over the years, some archaeolo-

gists have questioned the residential nature of ter-

race sites in Oaxaca. Robert Santley, for example,
has asserted that the several thousand terraces at

Monte Alban are natural features that were used

primarily for agriculture (Santley 1980:138). Yet

stone retaining walls that define flattened areas on

an otherwise steep slope would seem not to be

natural. As Holmes recognized over 100 years

ago, the terraced slopes were manmade creations

(see also Bernal 1965:804-805).

Published investigations of selected terraces at

Monte Alban (Gonzalez Lic6n 2003; Winter

1974; Winter and Payne 1976) and El Palmillo

(Feinman et al. 2002) document that these exca-

vated terraces sustained domestic units. More

thorough and systematic intensive surveys at oth-

er terrace sites are needed in order to determine

whether or not domestic trash and architectural

rubble occur only on some terraces or consistently

on most terraces. Likewise, since we know that

Monte Alban was distinctive in certain ways, it

would be useful to examine and map terraces at

sites of differing sizes, layouts, and locations, in-

cluding at the region's edge. Even as we now

strongly suspect that Monte Alban had a large res-

idential population, we should not just assume

that terrace sites far from the valley center were

necessarily functionally similar.

Occupational History of Terrace Sites in Oaxaca

When did these settlements, elevated off the val-

ley floor, become significant features of the pre-

hispanic landscape, and can we discern why? If

the terraces at these settlements were largely res-

idential, how long were the communities inhab-

ited? Were they occupied only for brief periods of

time, or were they communities with long dura-

tions? What are their specific occupational histo-

ries, and how did the use of these modified hills

and mountains change over time? Do all terrace

sites have parallel occupational sequences, or is

there marked variation from site to site?

The valley-wide regional surveys have given us

a broad-brush picture, based on targeted and often

dispersed collections of surface artifacts made
from selected locations across the extent of often

very large sites. These collections, in conjunction
with more cursory observations on a much higher

number of uncollected terraces, are best for iden-

tifying the major phases of occupation at a site as

a whole. They are somewhat less effective at re-

vealing the detailed patterning of terrace use with-

in complex and large settlements, especially in re-

gard to earlier occupations, which may be largely

masked by subsequent habitation and construc-

tion. During intensive surveys, more time is spent

on each terrace and more terraces are collected,

resulting in more specific information for address-

ing questions about terrace site histories and how
the occupation of a community shifted over time.

The Role of Terrace Sites

Given the terraces' elevated settings, often far

from water and the most arable fields, one cannot

help but wonder why the valley's prehispanic in-

habitants expended so much energy constructing

artificial terraces on steep hill slopes instead of

locating large communities in more accessible

valley floor locations. Certainly, valley floor set-
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tings would have had certain advantages when it

came to transportation and proximity to agricul-

tural resources such as flat land and usable water.

The hilltop setting of terrace settlements would

seem to indicate a basic concern with defense.

Regional survey findings, however, indicate

that terrace sites vary in size, location, layout, and

the nature of surface artifacts. Classic period ter-

race sites in the Valley of Oaxaca have been pro-

posed to have had one or more of three main func-

tions: administration, production/exchange, and

defense (Kowalewski et al. 1989:242-245). The

largest terrace sites, usually with one or more

groups of public architecture situated on the sum-

mit of ridges, are thought to have functioned as

administrative centers, yet some of them, espe-

cially in the Tlacolula arm of the valley, also ap-

pear to have been loci for production/exchange.
The overwhelming character of many smaller ter-

race sites was the artifactual evidence of craft pro-

duction. Other small terrace sites, with little pub-
lic architecture or craft debris, may have served

primarily as military outposts. These sites gener-

ally are situated at high elevations and have the

smallest terraces.

Such broad descriptions provide a general over-

view of terrace sites but are not always detailed

enough to allow more specific comparisons to be

drawn between terraces at individual sites, be-

tween neighboring sites, or with the regional cap-
ital. How did activities such as craft working com-

pare at smaller, outlying terrace sites in relation

to Monte Alban? Were these smaller settlements

generally defensible, and in what ways? Some in-

dicators of defensive use were observed at various

hilltop terrace sites during the regional survey
(Elam 1989), but such signs were not noted at

others. A more fine-grained surface study, using
intensive survey, could record and assess indica-

tors of walls and other defensive features that

might be missed during more rapid coverage of

sites, especially at sites that are less well pre-
served.

Defense

Sixteenth-century Spanish accounts (relaciones)

concerning Oaxaca mention four fortresses or for-

tified hilltops in the eastern part of the Valley of

Oaxaca near Mitla (Canseco 1580; see also del

Paso y Troncoso 1905; Flannery 1983a; Flannery
and Marcus 1983). A handful of villages in this

part of the valley today still have albarradas

(walls) as part of their names. Thus, in looking at

the Mitla Fortress, Guirun, and El Palmillo

through intensive surveys, some of our principal

questions concern the defensive features of these

sites. Were these settlements first and foremost

fortifications with small resident populations, or

were they large fortified towns? Was defense of

equal concern in each location?

In a 1951 article on ancient fortifications in Me-

soamerica, Armillas (1951:83) included the Mitla

Fortress in his discussion of fortified sites, refer-

ring to the standing walls at the site as remains

of a fort. At least one early visitor to Monte Alban

(Gadow 1908:258) thought the site's setting and

ruins indicated it had been at one time a large

fortified town. In the absence of any indication

that Monte Alban was used as a fortress, Armillas

(1951:78) argued that the site was only a religious

and funerary center. Armillas's interpretations

were based on excavations in the civic-ceremonial

core of the site. Later, during the intensive survey
of Monte Alban, field crews mapped a long de-

fensive wall along the northwestern base of the

main hill at the site. What does this feature reveal

about the site, and how prevalent were similar

walls at other hilltop terrace sites (Blanton 1978:

52; Elam 1989)?

Farther afield, in northern Mexico, hilltop ter-

race sites, or cerros de trincheras, have been in-

terpreted as both defensive refuges (Johnson

1963; Sauer and Brand 1931) and residential com-
munities (Hard and Roney 1998; Hard et al. 1999;

McGuire and Villalpando 1997). Yet larger ones,

such as Cerro de Trincheras (McGuire and

Villalpando 1997, 1998; McGuire et al. 1999;

O' Donovan 2002) are often discussed as political

and religious centers, without any particular em-

phasis on their defensible setting. The hilltop lo-

cation may have been important for visual impact
(O'Donovan 2002), with most walls at the site

used to block or control access (McGuire and Vill-

alpando 1998; O'Donovan 2002), but these alter-

native interpretations require careful assessment.

The defensive nature of many hilltop terrace

sites in the Valley of Oaxaca (Elam 1989; Fein-

man and Nicholas 1990, 1996; Kowalewski et al.

1989:240-245) and elsewhere in the Southern

Highlands (Balkansky et al. 2000; Drennan 1989;
Kowalewski 1991) seems apparent. The view
from the hilltops may be great, but there probably
were more compelling reasons why the valley's

prehispanic residents went to so much effort to

construct large settlements in often inhospitable
locations, sometimes far from water and good
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farmland. How did defensive concerns relate to

other uses (populated towns, craft production lo-

calities, administrative centers) of these hilltop

settlements that have been suggested for Monte

Alban and Cerro de Trincheras? What was the na-

ture of access and of intrasite movement? How
did these vary from site to site, and what can we
learn from such information, which is easier to

collect when there is more time to walk over a

site during a more intensive (as opposed to a re-

gionally focused) survey?

During the Classic period a ring of terrace sites

dotted the periphery of the southern and eastern

arms of the Valley of Oaxaca. even extending
south into the Ejutla Valley (Blanton et al. 1993:

88; Feinman and Nicholas 1990:234-235). Al-

though hilltop terrace sites also are found in the

northern or Etla arm of the valley, they are much
less common there. This uneven distribution

would be unusual if the major function of terrace

sites was as civic-ceremonial centers. Rather, de-

fensive concerns may have been an important fac-

tor affecting location, with some hilltop terrace

sites playing a role in boundary maintenance. This

function may have been especially important in

outlying areas such as Guirun and Ejutla. In Eju-

tla, at the southern extension of the Valley of Oa-

xaca, the terrace sites generally are smaller, with

fewer terraces. Many had a number of walls or

were situated in very inaccessible locations. The

Ejutla terrace sites in general appear more defen-

sive and less residential and administrative than

larger terrace sites to the north; possibly they

served as lookouts or garrisons (Feinman and

Nicholas 1990:235). Thus, all sites that we con-

sider defensible might vary in the role they played
in regional strategies of defense. Such military

considerations also may shift over time.

out, domestic architecture, and internal organiza-

tion?

During the intensive survey of Monte Alban.

Blanton noticed that large mound groups outside

the Main Plaza were more or less evenly spaced
one from another. Based on the distribution of

these groups of civic and elite residential build-

ings and the associated terraces, he defined 15 site

subdivisions that were compared to the barrios of

present-day Oaxaca City (Blanton 1978:19-24).

Given the topography of the site, some barrios

were spatially discrete, while others shared bor-

ders or were contiguous. There was considerable

variability among the site subdivisions in terrace

size, craft activities, defensive features, and status.

Internal site divisions also have been recog-

nized at Cerro de Trincheras, where precincts are

thought to have had distinct functions, from civic-

ceremonial or domestic use to specialized activi-

ties, including craft production and agriculture

(McGuire and Villalpando 1998; O'Donovan

2002). Are such site subdivisions present at other,

smaller terrace sites in Oaxaca? If so, how are

these sites organized, and what are the activity

differences and economic articulations between

different sectors of each settlement?

Beyond the organization of individual sites.

how were these nucleated settlements organized
at the regional scale and integrated into the larger

political and economic systems of which they

were a part? Similarities in ceramic assemblages
at most sites would suggest interaction and par-

ticipation in regional economic exchange net-

works. Yet given the defensive nature of most ter-

race sites, is it possible that they were partly (or

even largely) autonomous, engaging in exchange
and other interactions only rarely?

Terrace Site Layout and Organization

The prehispanic residents of hilltop terrace sites

sculpted the tops and sides of hills and mountain

ridges by creating artificially flattened spaces on

which they placed their houses. Often these resi-

dential terraces were buttressed with large stone

retaining walls. But how similar are terrace sites

beyond these very basic characterizations? From
the Oaxaca regional surveys we know that such

sites in Oaxaca are variable in terms of overall

size, amount of public architecture, and accessi-

bility (Kowalewski et al. 1989). How variable are

they across time and space in terms of their lay-

Domestic Activities and the Economy

Prehispanic Mesoamerican households are known
to have produced pottery, stone artifacts, textiles,

and many other goods in high volumes or inten-

sities (see Costin 1991) for exchange. For this

geographic region, the most convincing contex-

tual evidence has consistently placed craft pro-

duction in residential settings (e.g., Evans 1988;

Healan 1986; Hirth 1995; Roemer 1982; Shafer

and Hester 1983:529; Smith 1994; Widmer 1991).

This pattern basically has endured in much of ru-

ral Mesoamerica into the twenty-first century

(e.g., Arnold 1991; Cook 1982; Hendry 1992; Pa-

pousek 1981; Stolmaker 1996; Thompson 1958).
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Because the bulk of specialized economic manu-

facture in prehispanic Mesoamerica was centered

in houses (and not in nucleated nondomestic

workshops or factories) (e.g., Balkansky et al.

1997; Charlton et al. 1991, 1993; Feinman 1999;

Feinman and Nicholas 1993, 1995a; Hirth 1993;

Smith 1993), a focus on these domestic units is

requisite to understanding the ancient economy.
In the Valley of Oaxaca, the household produc-

tion of craft goods appears to extend back to the

Formative period (Flannery and Winter 1976;

Marcus 1989; Marcus and Flannery 1996:170;

Winter and Pires-Ferreira 1976). Hilltop terrace

sites, with a seeming concentration of households

(largely situated on terraces), are key, then, for

understanding the ancient economy of the Valley

of Oaxaca and what changes took place between

the Formative, Classic, and Postclassic periods.

Regardless of a terrace site's primary func-

tion—defense, administration, or craft produc-

tion—it is important to discern how the residents

of these sites made a living. Many terrace sites

are not located in prime agricultural areas, and

during the regional survey, more evidence of craft

production was recorded on terrace sites than on

valley floor sites. What economic activities did

the residents of terrace sites pursue? Were house-

holds largely self-sufficient, producing most of

what they needed, or did households and com-

munities specialize in different activities? If

households, site segments, communities, or even

regions specialized in different ranges of special-

ized goods, how were these sites integrated into

larger regions? Which goods were exchanged be-

tween communities, and by what means? Given

the difficulty of transporting goods (without

beasts of burden) from terrace site locations to a

nodal person or location and back again to these

hilltop communities, it seems unlikely that redis-

tribution was a key exchange mechanism. Like-

wise, there is no evidence of large-scale storage

facilities at Monte Alban. Was some kind of mar-

ketplace exchange important in Oaxaca by the

Classic period? Although markets are known for

later prehispanic Mesoamerica, especially for the

Aztec (Berdan 1985; Blanton 1996; Diaz del Cas-

tillo 1956; Lopez de Gomara 1966), but also in

Oaxaca in the Postclassic period (Appel 1982;

Pohl et al. 1997; Spores 1965), their presence in

earlier time periods is less clear (but see Blanton

et al. 1993; Feinman and Nicholas 2004; Feinman
et al. 1984).

We still know little about the Classic or Post-

classic period economies of Oaxaca. Although ex-

cavations ultimately will be needed to address

many of the aforementioned questions more con-

clusively, the intensive surface investigation of a

series of terrace sites yields a fuller picture of

what was being produced on different terraces and

in different parts of these ancient settlements. The

investigation of domestic occupation at terrace

sites, what was produced, and the nature of the

interrelationships between terraces and commu-

nities will provide a new midlevel perspective on

the late prehispanic economies of the Valley of

Oaxaca.

In the remaining chapters of this monograph we
address the questions we have raised through a

comparative discussion of the major findings of

intensive surface surveys at three hilltop terrace

sites in the Valley of Oaxaca. In Chapter 2 we
discuss our reasons for focusing on the eastern

part of the Tlacolula subvalley and review the his-

tory of research at the Mitla Fortress, Guirun, and

El Palmillo. This information elaborates what was

known about each of these sites before we com-

pleted our intensive surveys. Because many of the

questions we have posed about internal site or-

ganization and variation in specialized activities

across households and communities require infor-

mation at a finer scale than can be effectively

gained through regional survey, we end this sec-

tion with a discussion of the methodology for in-

tensive surface survey that we employed at the

three hilltop sites.

In Chapters 3 through 5, we present the basic

descriptive information that was collected during
the intensive survey at each site—the Mitla For-

tress in Chapter 3, Guirun in Chapter 4, and El

Palmillo in Chapter 5. Although the basic themes

and questions outlined above are woven through
each of these sections, we also report on other

findings derived from the intensive site surveys.
In Chapter 6 we focus on the key issues and more

explicitly compare the three sites. Comparisons
with Monte Alban, the regional capital, and Jal-

ieza, the valley's second-largest terrace site, help
us address the questions about diversity of terrace

life and site function that we have posed. In the

last chapter we review current thoughts and find-

ings regarding hilltop terrace sites in Oaxaca in

the context of what we have learned in this in-

vestigation.
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Why Eastern Tlacolula? Background and Methods

Our
investigation is focused on hilltop terrace

sites in the dry, eastern Tlacolula arm of the

Valley of Oaxaca, for several reasons. Dramatic

demographic and economic changes occurred in

Tlacolula during the Classic and Postclassic pe-

riods, when several of the valley's largest centers

were situated there. Hilltop terrace sites, which

became a much more common settlement form in

the Valley of Oaxaca during the Classic and Post-

classic periods, are especially prevalent in Tla-

colula. This subvalley is ringed on all sides by
these hilltop sites, which also account for the ma-

jority of the area's population (Figure 2.1), at least

during the last 1300 years of the prehispanic era.

In fact, the marked episode of population growth
that occurred in the Tlacolula subvalley, particu-

larly its eastern section, was largely a product of

rapid demographic expansion at terrace settle-

ments.

Many terrace sites in Tlacolula are well pre-

served. Because of their elevated location, they

have not been as heavily farmed as sites on the

valley floor. In addition, a significant number of

these terrace sites are covered by dense spiny veg-
etation. While the xerophytic vegetation that

grows abundantly in the driest part of the valley

is one factor in the preservation of these sites, the

stands of thorns present a real hazard to archae-

ologists trying to map them. A larger number of

terrace sites in Tlacolula than in all other parts of

the valley combined could not be mapped fully

during the regional survey. Generally, these over-

grown sites were located on the aerial photo-

graphs and their extent was determined to the best

of the survey crew's ability, but it was not pos-

sible to measure the dimensions of or to collect

most of the terraces without taking considerable

time to clear the covering vegetation. We revisited

several of these sites in the mid-1990s to evaluate

their suitability for intensive site survey and se-

lected three sites—the Mitla Fortress, Guinin, and

El Palmillo—for additional study.

Given our interest in the prehispanic economy
of the region, we suspected that terrace sites were

fertile ground for probing issues concerning pro-

duction, circulation, and consumption. Mean an-

nual rainfall in Tlacolula, especially the eastern

half, is lower than for the rest of the valley, and

maize agriculture is precarious (Kirkby 1973:17,

20; Kowalewski 1982:156). According to land use

studies (Nicholas 1989; see also Kirkby 1973), a

portion of the Tlacolula populace, especially at

terrace sites in eastern Tlacolula during the Clas-

sic and Postclassic periods, would have required

imported food that seemingly would have been

produced elsewhere in the valley. It is not clear

how people living in these dense settlements in

this driest section of the valley supported them-

selves. Can we find evidence for agricultural or

other strategies beyond maize farming?
In the colonial period, community specializa-

tion and trading, as well as highly developed mar-

kets, were more typical of the Tlacolula subvalley

than of other arms of the valley (Whitecotton

1977:199). During the regional surveys, more ev-

idence of economic production and specialization

was recovered in Tlacolula, especially at hilltop

sites, than elsewhere in the Valley of Oaxaca (Ko-

walewski et al. 1989:242-245). How were these

activities distributed across sites and between dif-
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ferent sites? What was the nature of the economic

articulations between and within these ancient

communities '

Terrace sites are composed of artificially lev-

eled spaces, often defined by stone retaining

walls, on which the ancient inhabitants placed

their houses (Winter 1974). The terrace walls, still

visible on the surface, define domestic spaces.

Thus, given the domestic setting of most prehis-

panic production and the indications of economic

specialization at terrace sites, these locations pro-

vide a necessary vantage to explore domestic

economies at the scale of the community. Com-

parison of artifact assemblages on individual ter-

races or groups of terraces on a site allows us to

examine household economic activities and how

they varied across sites.

Stone working has long been recognized as an

important economic activity in the eastern part of

the Valley of Oaxaca (Hester and Heizer 1972;

Holmes 1897; Lorenzo and Messmacher 1966;

Robles 1992, 1994; Williams and Heizer 1965).

During the regional survey of eastern Tlacolula,

this finding was supported with much evidence

for chipped stone production, especially chert. All

three sites we selected are located on or near chert

sources of varying size and quality. In contrast to

the older sedimentary formations that outcrop in

western parts of the Valley of Oaxaca, the eastern

arm is composed largely of volcanic rock (INEGI

1989; Lorenzo 1960; Whalen 1986) that often is

associated with a mountainous terrain marked by

steep slopes and sharp peaks (Figure 2.2). Beds

of ignimbrite, a layered volcanic tuff (Kirkby et

al. 1986), and numerous veins of silicified tuff

(such as chert) outcrop in many areas (Marcus and

Flannery 1996:45). Chert can form in a wide

range of geological contexts, which contributes to

its great variability (Luedtke 1992) in terms of

both quality and color, even within a single

source, so it can be difficult to source with cer-

tainty. We cannot identify all the chert on the

three sites to specific sources (no region-wide

study of chert sources has been completed to

date), yet because we noted chert outcrops on the

sites during the intensive surveys, we can gener-

ally determine which cherts are local and which

ones are not. Comparisons of these stone assem-

blages across the sites have the potential to elu-

cidate the nature of the exchange linkages that

tied households to the rest of their communities

as well as to the region beyond.

The Selection of Three Key Sites

The Mitla Fortress. Guirun. and El Palmillo are

three of the more significant sites in eastern Tla-

colula, and each has its own distinctive record in

the archaeological literature. All three sites were

surveyed and mapped during the regional surveys

(Kowalewski et al. 1989), but with varying de-

grees of completeness. We selected to intensively

examine these three sites for a range of reasons.

The Mitla Fortress and Guirun were already well

known in the extant literature prior to the 1980

regional survey in Tlacolula (Bittler 1975;

Holmes 1897; Saville 1900, 1909; Williams and

Heizer 1965). In contrast, although known to local

residents. El Palmillo was unknown to the ar-

chaeological community until that regional sur-

vey. El Palmillo was found to be one of the largest

Classic period sites in the Valley of Oaxaca, al-

though still considerably smaller than either Mon-
te Alban or Jalieza (Kowalewski et al. 1989:226).

Thus, while two of these sites had long been the

focus of archaeological attention, the third, less-

known site was one of the region's largest prehis-

panic centers.

In selecting these three settlements, we restrict-

ed our attention to one part of the valley in order

to examine communities that likely were in con-

tact were each other and faced broadly similar en-

vironmental and geographic constraints. The Mit-

la Fortress, Guirun, and El Palmillo are all located

within 10 km of each other. All three communities

had long and broadly similar occupational histo-

ries, first settled in the Middle/Terminal Formative

(Monte Alban I and II) but inhabited most densely

during the subsequent Classic and Postclassic pe-

riods.

The final set of reasons for choosing these sites

was logistical. During the regional survey in

1980, each site presented us with challenges. In

spite of well-preserved terraces and architecture

in parts of all three sites, the site maps and ter-

race-to-terrace observations were not as detailed

as we had for sites in other parts of the valley.

The regional survey mapping efforts at all three

sites were hampered by heavy vegetation, steep

slopes, severe erosion in some places, and recent

farming in others. Regional survey crews did not

carry machetes for clearing vegetation because of

the time involved, so some parts of all three sites

remained impenetrable at times and could not be

checked completely. El Palmillo, especially, was

covered in dense spiny vegetation that was im-

passable in places. Although the vegetation at the

Why Eastern Tlacolula? 1 3
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fortress is generally less thorny, dense scrubs on

parts of the top plateau had prevented a complete
check for structures within the high, cut-stone de-

fensive walls that encircle the top. The vegetation

was an impediment not just for our survey crew

but for earlier visitors as well (Bandelier 1884:

311). While the ridgetops of Guirun are clearer of

vegetation than those at El Palmillo, the heavily

vegetated, steep ravines that cut across the site are

all but impassable.

Furthermore, in 1 980, topographic maps of suf-

ficient detail for mapping (1:50,000) were not

available for eastern Tlacolula, and aerial photo-

graphs were employed for the survey. Although
aerial photographs are very effective for mapping

valley floor and low piedmont sites, they are less

ideal in steeper terrain, where considerable

ground cover obscures visible features. Dense

vegetation on high piedmont and mountain ridges

hides most if not all the detail that makes aerial

photographs such an efficient mapping aid in flat-

ter, less densely covered areas. Steep slopes also

can cause considerable distortion on aerial photos,

which was a greater problem for El Palmillo and

Guirun than for the Mitla Fortress.

In 1980 all three sites were mapped by three-

person crews in just a few days of field investi-

gation (Kowalewski et al. 1989). Over several

days in 1995, as part of the Guirun Regional Sur-

vey Project, we preliminarily mapped an exten-

sion of the Guirun site that extends beyond the

original Valley of Oaxaca survey boundary (Fein-

man and Nicholas 1996, 1999). The goals and

time constraints of full valley coverage did not

permit the allocation of long man-hours of intra-

site study, and areas that were difficult to access,

because of dense vegetation or steep slopes, were

not checked as carefully as more open areas. Yet

these regional surveys did result in the first re-

cording and mapping of these three sites in their

entireties.

To produce more detailed maps of the sites and

record and collect all significant materials on each

terrace or architectural feature, however, would

have required considerably more time than was

available during the regional survey or would

have greatly reduced the size of the surveyed
area. The method of regional survey does not al-

low the gathering of finer-grained data for intra-

site studies without compromising the goal of

gaining the widest possible intersite and interre-

gional perspectives (Balkansky et al. 2000:369).

We decided that a program of intensive surface

survey could be a very productive intermediate

avenue for gaining a more detailed perspective
that would allow us to look at variation both

across these upland communities and between

them.

Previous Research at the Mitla Fortress

The Mitla Fortress is situated on a steep, rocky
hill that rises dramatically from the valley floor

just west of the modern village of Mitla in the

eastern end of the Tlacolula Valley (Figure 2.3).

Although part of well-known prehispanic Mitla,

this spectacular part of the site is less frequently

mentioned in the archaeological literature, over-

shadowed as it is by the impressive ruins and cru-

ciform tombs that lie under the modern village

(Caso and Rubin de la Borbolla 1936). The ruins

beneath the contemporary village take their name.

Mitla, from the Aztec (Nahuatl) miction, derived

from micca (corpse or tomb) and tlan (place)

(Parsons 1936:2; see also Ober 1887:536). The

name of the site in the local Zapotec dialect, Lyo-
baa, translates as "entrance to the grave" (Ban-

delier 1884:277) or "place of tombs" (Ober 1887:

535-536; Parsons 1936:2). Most early visitors

were drawn to the site to see the "palaces,"

tombs, and the unusual mosaic grecas that adorn

many of the structures at Mitla; they make no

mention of the fortress (Burgoa 1674; Charnay
1888; Gadow 1908).

The first explorer to publish accounts of the for-

tified hill west of Mitla was Guillermo Dupaix,
who visited the fortress with an artist in 1806 (Du-

paix 1831, 1834). Dupaix included two plans

(Figures 2.4 and 2.5) of walls that encircle the top

of the fortress (or Fuerte, as the walled hill was

called back then). The traditional Zapotec name
for the hilltop ruins was Jio, meaning "height" or

"eminence" (Bandelier 1884:311).

Later in 1 867, Doutrelaine included plans of the

fortress in a publication on the ruins of Mitla.

Bandelier (1884:plate XXVI) also mentions this

settlement, noting small discrepancies between his

map and Dupaix's (Bandelier's map is Figure 2.6).

Although both maps are inaccurate, Bandelier's

oversimplified map is a more accurate represen-

tation of the layout of the defensive walls and the

structures they enclose. Dupaix's maps are more

fanciful and include wonderful detail that is a bit

overdone. For example, as Bandelier recognized
in 1881, the defensive walls were not built up on

all sides of the precipice. Rather, on the western

side of the hill, where the steep topography of the
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Fig. 2.3. The rocky slopes of the Mitla Fortress, viewed from the northwest.

cliff makes it almost impossible to reach the top

from below, the wall was actually constructed

down the steep slope so that the top of the wall

was level with the plateau (Bandelier 1884:311).

Another traveler-explorer, Ober (1887:542), brief-

ly describes a visit to the fortress, but his short

description, more similar to Dupaix's than Ban-

delier's, has inaccuracies that indicate he visited

only the most accessible part of the hilltop ruins.

During the week in 1895 that William H.

Holmes spent in Mitla, his greatest effort was

placed on drawing and taking notes on the ruins

in the village. He made only one visit to the for-

tress and briefly described the fortifications and

structures at the top of the hill. Still, he considered

the fortified hill west of the village to be "one of

the most unique and striking features of Mitla"

(Holmes 1897:275), and his discussion of the for-

tress and structures with standing adobe walls was
the most complete available at that time. The de-

fensive walls were so well preserved that Holmes

(1897:279) suggested that they were a late, if not

post-Spanish, feature.

Holmes's report includes dozens of drawings

and several photographs of architectural details

and individual structures in town, but only one

drawing
—a gateway through the lowest, outer-

most defensive wall (Figure 2.7)
—and one pho-

tograph of the fortress (Figure 2.8). His panoramic
view of the site, focused on the ruins in town,

however, does include the fortress on the horizon,

towering above the site (Holmes 1897, between

pp. 278-279). Holmes viewed prior maps of the

fortress as inadequate and contemplated a second

visit to the hill to undertake a more careful survey
of the hilltop ruins. Unfortunately, he was unable

to return to the fortress, and never produced a plan

of these stone constructions.

Holmes had studied prehistoric quarries and

stone working in the United States and was the

first visitor to Mitla to recognize the flint (chert)

source and stone-working area at the base of the

fortified hill (1897:287; see also Williams and

Heizer 1965). Although Holmes noted that there

were traces of occupation everywhere at the for-

tress (Holmes 1897:278-279), like all prior visi-
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Fig. 2.4. Guillermo Dupaix's drawing of the Mitla

Fortress. (From Kingsborough 1831. vol. 5, courtesy of

the Field Museum Library.)

^S&FUERTtaiMITL\
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Fig. 2.6. Adolph Bandelier's drawing of the Mitla

Fortress. (From Bandelier 1884. p. 308.)

tors to the fortified hill, he included no specific

reference to the hundreds of residential terraces

and additional walls that cover the lower slopes

of the hill.

A more recent study of the Mitla Fortress by
Bittler (1975) included a more accurate map of

the huge defensive walls and several mounds and

adobe structures at the top of the site. Bittler noted

the similarity in architectural plan between several

of these structures and the Mitla palaces, as well

Fig. 2.5. Guillermo Dupaix's plan view of the Mitla

Fortress. (From Kingsborough 1831. vol. 5, courtesy of

the Field Museum Library.)

Fig. 2.7. Williams Holmes's sketch of the defensive

walls at the Mitla Fortress. (From Holmes 1897, p. 277.)
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Fig. 2.8. Photograph of the Mitla Fortress taken by Holmes's companion, E. H. Thompson (Holmes is on top of

the wall for scale). (From Holmes 1897, p. 278.)

the presence of numerous offering boxes like

those found at Yagul and in the Mitla palaces.

Like Holmes, however, he made no mention of

terraces or other features that lie outside (down-

slope from) the defensive walls at the top of the

fortress.

Only with the regional survey of the Tlacolula

arm of the valley in 1980 was the larger expanse
of this fortified settlement finally documented

(Elam 1989; Kowalewski et al. 1989). In addition

to the defensive walls and structures at the top of

the site, a regional survey team mapped 99 resi-

dential terraces on the lower, east-facing slopes

(Kowalewski et al. 1989:fig. A.IX.37). The crew

also noted the same chert quarry at the base of

the hill that was first described by Holmes, and

marshaled evidence for stone working, especially

chert tool manufacture, that supported Holmes's

earlier observation of blade making at the base of

the hill (Holmes 1897:287).

In the summer of 1996 we paid a brief visit to

the fortress with a copy of the site map produced

during the 1980 study. This published map (Ko-
walewski et al. 1989:fig. A.IX.37) captures the

overall structure and layout of the site, yet not

unexpectedly, certain kinds of information were
not included. We decided we could prepare a

more complete map of the site and discover more
about the site's defensive posture and the econom-

ic activities that took place there through a pro-

gram of intensive surface survey that built in

enough time and labor to remove obscuring veg-

etation in key areas. We completed the intensive

mapping and surface collection of the Mitla For-

tress during the summer of 1998 (Feinman and

Nicholas 1998b).

Previous Research at Guirun

The Guirun site extends across a series of low

mountain and high piedmont ridges at the extreme

eastern end of the Tlacolula Valley, approximately

5 km southeast of San Pablo Mitla (Figure 2.9).

The site takes its name from Cerro Guirone, the

high mountain peak (at 2520 m) that towers over

the site. This cone-shaped high peak, visible from

the center of the Valley of Oaxaca to the west,

and from parts of the Mixe area to the east, is one

of the defining physical features of eastern Tla-

colula. Originally the site's Zapotec name was re-

corded as Guiaroo, meaning "big stone moun-

tain" or "high mountain" (Saville 1900:210). Lo-

cal inhabitants also were said to refer to the ruins

as Basul Lyobaa (Saville 1900:210).

As with the fortress, the first published report

of Guirun was by Dupaix (1834), who, after vis-

iting Mitla early in the nineteenth century, made
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R(i. 2.9. Cerro Guirone and lower ridges (casting shadow) where Guirun is located, viewed from the west.

in excursion into the hills around that town

.earthing for pareJones (big walls), or Indian

'walls." He discovered and described a subter-

anean cruciform tomb associated with a ruined

tdobe structure on a lower slope at what is now
cnown as part of the Guirun site (lower Guiaroo),

jresenting a plan of it in his report (Figure 2.10).

A second, more impressive cruciform tomb at

in 1 1 un (upper Guiaroo), with walls covered in

nosaic grecas, was first visited by Ober in 1881

Ober 1887:542, see Saville 1909:179). Ober only

briefly described the tomb and did not provide a

ilan. possibly because of the dense thicket of veg-

etation, which may have obscured his view. This

second tomb is farther upslope from the one vis-

ted by Dupaix, and Ober did not mention that

eature, perhaps because he was unaware of it.

Dther visitors to the region seem not to have been

Familiar with either of these ruins.

Archaeological work was first conducted at

juirun at the turn of the last century, when Mar-

shall Saville (American Museum of Natural His-

ory) visited the site as part of his study of ancient

3axacan cruciform tombs in Mitla and the vicin-

ty (Saville 1900, 1909). Saville excavated the

:ruciform tomb associated with the ruined adobe

structures (lower Guiaroo) visited by Dupaix (Fig-

ure 2. 1 1 ). As with Dupaix's map of the Mitla For-

tress, Saville noted that Dupaix's artist embel-

lished or added nonexistent features to the draw-

ing. At Guirun, these "artistic elaborations" in-

cluded interior stairs that were drawn ascending
to the main chamber of the tomb, and carved gre -

cas on the interior walls (Saville 1900:210-21 1).

Saville describes the tomb as not having stairs and

with interior walls painted red and white.

Saville also excavated the second, more elab-

orate tomb further upslope that was visited by
Ober (Figure 2.12). This tomb was constructed of

immense stone blocks carved skillfully with intri-

cate geometric greca designs (Figure 2.13) and

does not appear to have been finished (Saville

1 909: 181). Much of Saville's effort at Guirun was

spent in clearing vegetation from other structures

as well, including a two-room temple fronting a

large enclosed plaza (Figure 2.14). Saville also

recovered evidence of stone working and briefly

mentions ancient stone quarries near the site. Yet

like all who had visited Guirun or the Mitla For-

tress before him, Saville ignored or was unaware

of the sizable number of residential terraces that

covered parts of the site:
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Fig. 2.10. Guillcrmo Dupaix's drawing of the lower tomb at Guirun. (From Kingsborough 1831, vol. 5, courtesy

of the Field Museum Library.)
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Fig. 2.1 1. Adobe structure above the lower cruciform tomb at Guinin. (Photograph taken by Marshall Saville in

the late l8(K)s. AMNH M. Saville album. No. 58. Reproduced courtesy of Division of Anthropology. American

Museum of Natural History.)

Fig. 2.12. Upper cruciform tomb at Guinin. (Photograph taken by Marshall Saville in the late 1800s. AMNH M.
Saville album. No. 68. Reproduced courtesy of Division of Anthropology, American Museum of Natural History.)
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Fig. 2. 13. Grecas in the upper cruciform tomb at Guinin. (Photograph taken by Marshall Saville in the late 1800s,

AMNH M. Saville album. No. 72. Reproduced courtesy of Division of Anthropology, American Museum of Natural

History.)

It is not a desirable location for a large settle-

ment, for the reason that the entire available space
on the summit is occupied by the temple and se-

pulchral ruins, and it would have been impossible
for the steep sides of the hills to be used for habi-

tation sites. (Saville 1900:210) (Figure 2.15)

Saville considered it more likely that the location

was a natural stronghold for defending against en-

emy attacks (1900:210). At least one other early

visitor to Guinin thought adobe ruins at the site

served as a fortress (Tweedie 1911).

The quarries noted by Saville, known locally as

La Cuadrada, because of the large blocks of cut

ignimbrite lying on the surface (Figure 2.16), had

drawn earlier attention. Visitors to Mitla sought
the sources of the large stone blocks used in the

construction of the site's elaborate tombs and

buildings. Based on Mitla's location, much of the

stone could not have come from the site and its

immediate vicinity. Holmes (1897) was the first

to report extensively on these stone quarries in the

Mitla area, although it was Holmes's co-worker,

E. H. Thompson, who actually visited La Cuadra-

da while Holmes investigated quarries on a lower

bluff closer to Mitla. Holmes (1897:279-285)
wrote on both quarries, and he includes discus-

sions and drawings that outline how the large

stone blocks were cut and the tools that were

used.

Subsequent to Saville, Guinin was visited only

briefly by a few scholar-travelers (Parsons 1936;

Schmieder 1930; Tweedie 1911). It was not until

1980 during the Valley of Oaxaca settlement pat-

tern project that the site was preliminarily mapped
and the cruciform tombs were placed in a fuller

spatial and temporal context (Kowalewski et al.

1989:fig. A.IX.53). The survey findings also led

to a slight conundrum. The site had long been

known for the unfinished cruciform tomb, which

dates to the Late Postclassic period (Saville 1900).

Yet although ceramic artifacts from both the Clas-

sic and Postclassic periods were recovered at the

site during the survey, Classic period ceramics

were more abundant. The curated pottery collec-

tions from Saville's study at the American Mu-
seum of Natural History also contain predomi-

nantly Classic period materials.

The regional survey also recovered ample indi-

cations for chert and possibly ignimbrite working
at Guinin. La Cuadrada was beyond the 1980 sur-

vey boundary and was not studied in greater detail

until Nelly Robles included it in her study of

known quarries in the Mitla area (Robles 1994).

Because the site is located on the eastern edge
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Fig. 2.14. Two-room temple at Guinin. (Photograph taken by Marshall Saville in the late 1800s, AMNH M.
Saville album. No. 66. Reproduced courtesy of Division of Anthropology. American Museum of Natural History.)

Fig. 2.15. View of the ridge at Guinin with four-mound group and ball court. (Photograph taken by Marshall

Saville in the late 1800s, AMNH M. Saville album. No. 63. Reproduced courtesy of Division of Anthropology,
American Museum of Natural History.)
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Fig. 2.16. Cut stone blocks at La Cuadrada. (Photograph taken by Marshall Saville in the late 1800s, Saville

Mitla quarries no. 629. Reproduced courtesy of Division of Anthropology. American Museum of Natural History.)

of the 1 980 survey boundary, we returned in the

summer of 1 995 to survey the area east of Guirun

to provide a broader regional context for the site

(Feinman and Nicholas 1995b, 1996). During this

second, smaller regional survey, we discovered

that the Guirun site was much larger and had

more terraces (70) than was previously thought,

extending well beyond the area surveyed in 1980.

We also recorded a continuous sherd scatter that

connected the more impressive ruins at Guirun

with the quarry at La Cuadrada. The 1 995 survey
of the Guirun area, in conjunction with Nelly Ro-

bles Garcfa's (1994) investigation of ancient quar-

rying activity at La Cuadrada, revealed that the

prehispanic inhabitants of Guirun exploited and

processed a range of stone materials.

The placement of Guirun in rough terrain at the

junction of the 1980 and 1995 survey regions pro-

vided an additional challenge: to link the two sur-

vey maps of the site. Over the intervening 15

years, modern agricultural activities had disturbed

areas mapped in 1980, so that connecting the two

maps was more difficult than might have been ex-

pected. To address this challenge, as well as a

range of research issues, we began our program
of intensive site survey at Guirun in 1996 (Fein-

man and Nicholas 1997).

Previous Research at El Palmillo

El Palmillo is situated on a high piedmont ridge

at the southeastern edge of the Tlacolula Valley,

just east of the modern village of Santiago Ma-
tatlan (Figure 2.17). The site is named for the

large stands of palmillo (Yucca periculosa) that
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Fig. 2.17. The northwestern slopes of El Palmillo.

grow in many areas of the site, including the apex
of the ridge (Figure 2.18). The site also is known
as Cerro de Sangre ("hill of blood"), or by its

Zapotec name, Guielreni ("stone field of blood").

The underlying meaning of these names depends
on the informant. Some inhabitants of Matatlan

believe the name refers to ancient sacrificial rites

that were carried out on the hill in the past; others

say the name refers to the large patches of blood-

red bedrock that are plainly visible on site, espe-

cially during the dry season, when the covering

vegetation is sparse.

El Palmillo is situated on a ridge system that

descends from Nueve Puntas. the high, distinc-

tively shaped mountain (nine peaks) that marks

the eastern limits of the Valley of Oaxaca. The

ridge of El Palmillo is clearly visible from the

International Highway that passes through Mata-

tlan before exiting the Valley of Oaxaca on its

way to Tehuantepec (Figure 2.19). Yet unlike Gui-

riin and the Mitla Fortress, there is no mention of

El Palmillo in any archaeological or early traveler

literature prior to 1980.

During the 1960s Ignacio Bernal (1965) com-

pleted a reconnaissance of ancient sites in the Val-

ley of Oaxaca, recording and visiting hundreds of

archaeological ruins in the region. He noted ruins

(with subsurface tombs) located near and perhaps
within the bounds of contemporary Matatlan. Yet

in spite of the proximity of El Palmillo to the

modern village
—one can sit on the steps of the

town's municipal building and gaze up at El Pal-

millo—Bernal did not visit the hilltop site, and so

has no mention of it in his records. A Classic/

Early Postclassic period carved stone that was

found associated with a modern domestic com-

pound in Matatlan (Paddock 1966:220; Urcid

2003) likely was brought to town originally from

El Palmillo.

El Palmillo was first reported in the monograph
that followed the regional survey of the Tlacolula

arm of the valley in 1980 (Kowalewski et al.

1989:226, 239). During that study, the survey
crew mapped 606 residential terraces at the site,

as well as several complexes of public architec-

ture along the ridgetop (Kowalewski et al. 1989:

fig. A.IX.35). In terms of the number of terraces,

the settlement was found to be the third largest in
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Fig. 2. 1 8. Palmillos at the apex of El Palmillo.

the valley, ranking behind only Monte Alban and

Jalieza, both of which have more than 2000 res-

idential terraces (Blanton 1978:7; Blanton et al.

1982:411; Kowalewski et al. 1989:241). The 1980

survey crew stressed the defensible location of El

Palmillo and recorded considerable evidence for

economic specialization, especially pottery pro-

duction and the manufacture of chipped stone

tools (Kowalewski et al. 1989:217, 240, 242).

El Palmillo was especially difficult to map be-

cause of dense, spiny vegetation. During a brief

visit to El Palmillo in the summer of 1996, we
confirmed that a more intensive study of El Pal-

millo, in conjunction with targeted clearing activ-

ities, likely would reveal additional terraces in

several parts of the site. We also recognized that

given the dense, difficult vegetal cover, producing
a detailed map of the site and recording/collecting
all significant materials on each terrace or archi-

tectural feature would require considerably more

time than had been available during the regional

survey. We returned in the summer of 1997 to

complete an intensive surface survey of El Pal-

millo (Feinman and Nicholas 1998a).

Research Strategy and Methods

The primary goal of a full-coverage, regional sur-

vey is to discover the distribution of sites across

time and space, placing ancient settlements in

their larger spatial and temporal contexts. Like a

census, a regional survey provides basic infor-

mation on as many settlements as possible in large

regions, including when the sites were occupied,
the overall spread of occupation and how the ex-

tent of habitation changed over time, the nature

and amount of public architecture, and some char-

acterization of the artifacts recovered on site. Us-

ing these kinds of data, we can address questions
about regional site-size hierarchies and how they

changed over time, regional variation in economic

activities, and the role of terrace sites within the

larger settlement and socioeconomic systems of

which they are a part (Kowalewski 1990a). For

example, as we noted earlier, we have identified

three major functions for terrace sites in the Val-

ley of Oaxaca: defense, administration, and craft

production (Kowalewski et al. 1989:242). These

roles are not mutually exclusive, and some terrace
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Fig. 2.19. The western side of the El Palmillo ridge, viewed from the International Highway.

sites were important in more than one of these

aspects.

The decision to work without machetes to clear

obscuring vegetation during regional survey may
be viewed critically by some, yet that decision

was fully consistent with the goals of the survey.

that is, the collection of broad-scale systematic

settlement data over large areas. The detail sac-

rificed at one site allows a survey crew to spend
more time elsewhere, expanding the survey cov-

erage into other areas that are completely un-

known. In many areas of highland Mexico, re-

gional survey provides the only data we have, or

are ever likely to have, on thousands of ancient

settlements. Many of the sites recorded in the

1977 and 1980 regional surveys of the Valley of

Oaxaca are now completely built over or de-

stroyed.

Given the broad-brush nature of regional -scale

research, however, the kinds of data collected are

somewhat less directly suitable for answering

questions that require detailed intersite compari-
sons or for understanding intrasite variation. In-

tensive site survey is one method that allows us

to gather more detailed information from a much
smaller set of sites, by spending weeks (or

months) rather than just days mapping and col-

lecting a single site. With the additional time to

clear vegetation and scour the ground surface for

walls, wall segments, accessways, and the con-

nections between terraces, we are able to observe

and learn more about internal site organization

and the articulations between terraces. With dis-

crete artifact collections taken on a much higher

proportion of terraces and other features, we gain

a more detailed view of the different artifact clas-

ses at a site and how they were differentially dis-

tributed in distinct sectors of a site. With a greater

number of observations associated with more dis-

crete architectural units (such as single terraces),

it becomes more feasible to identify the residues

of specific economic activities and how they var-

ied within and between settlements.

The method of intensive surface survey we fol-

lowed is broadly similar to Blanton's surface sur-

vey at Monte Albdn (Blanton 1978), a mapping
and surface collection project that took three sum-

mers to complete. Blanton used the terraces as the
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basic descriptive unit for recording all classes of

information and for making ceramic collections

that provided chronological information. We also

defined terraces as our basic analytical unit.

The intensive surface surveys of Guirun, El

Palmillo, and the Mitla Fortress were designed to

provide an intermediate level of information suf-

ficient to address specific sets of research ques-

tions. More specifically, we had four principal

methodological goals: (1) to prepare more com-

plete and detailed maps of each site, including

architectural features, than was possible during

the regional surveys; (2) to make more surface

collections across each site to define better the

occupational history of each settlement; (3) to ob-

tain more detailed information on the nature and

distribution of specific classes of artifacts that

could serve to indicate the distribution of produc-
tive activities across each community; and (4) to

identify terraces or other areas on the sites that

may be suitable for future household excavations.

We also recognize that other research issues, as

well as questions generated by this study, are like-

ly to require the more detailed information gained
from excavations. The intensive surveys provide
detailed site-level information that will be essen-

tial for placing our susequent excavation results

in broader context (see Feinman et al. 2002; Nich-

olas and Feinman in press). Reporting on these

excavation findings is beyond the scope of this

monograph; however, in a few instances we draw

on the excavation results where they are espe-

cially relevant for the interpretation of surface

findings.

Field Methods and Analysis

During the intensive site surveys we systemati-

cally walked over and mapped each site, using the

prior regional survey maps as starting points or

guides, which greatly eased our research efforts.

El Palmillo, Guirun, and the Mitla Fortress cover

much less area than Monte Alban (2073 terraces

over 6.5 km2
) or Jalieza (2149 terraces over 9

km2
), so we were able to map completely one site

during each field season. It took us roughly 5Vi

weeks each to map Guirun and the Mitla Fortress

and 7 weeks to map El Palmillo (where we also

had a larger crew).

In several respects, Guirun was the most diffi-

cult to map. The site occupies several ridgetops
and slopes that are separated by very steep ra-

vines, some of which are heavily vegetated while

others are highly eroded. Many of the flatter

ridgetops have been heavily farmed, destroying
architectural features and terraces. On the slopes

of a northern sector of the site, a ridge referred to

as El Zacatal, modern agricultural terraces have

almost obscured prehispanic ones. We did not try

to map ancient terraces in this area during the re-

gional survey, although we were able to map at

least 20 during the intensive survey. The best-pre-

served terraces and architecture are situated on

steeper, more heavily vegetated ridgetops, some

of which have never been farmed.

The greatest difficulty in mapping El Palmillo

was the vegetation
—

spines, thorns, and stinging

nettles {mala mujer, Cnidoscolus sp.) that in some

areas were impenetrable without machetes (Figure

2.20). In these dense stands of xerophytic vege-

tation, we generally found well-preserved terraces

that had never been farmed. Many of the larger

terraces at El Palmillo have been farmed in the

past, and some areas on less steep slopes are un-

der cultivation today.

In some respects, the Mitla Fortress was the

easiest to map. It is the smallest of the three sites,

even though we mapped more terraces there than

at Guirun. Fortunately, we began to map the for-

tress at the end of an eight-month drought. Other

hills in our view had been blackened by wildfires.

Because the fortress was so dry when we were

there, we could move through the vegetation with-

out constantly using a machete. As at Guirun, a

few parts of the fortress were extremely rocky and

steep, and at times that presented a problem, es-

pecially after the rains arrived.

In the field, terraces were our principal unit of

analysis (Figure 2.21). Our original plan was to

employ the same terrace (or other feature) num-

bers that were used on the regional survey maps,
but we quickly found it more efficient to renum-

ber each feature as we mapped it and to include

the original terrace or structure number in our

field notes. One exception was made for the Mitla

Fortress. In 1980, the fortress was mapped as part

of the larger Mitla site centered in the modern

village, and all structures were numbered sequen-

tially (beginning with Structure 65 at the fortress).

To avoid future confusion, we used the original

1980 numbers for all previously mapped struc-

tures.

The rationale for renumbering the terraces at

the three sites was both logistical and conceptual.

We found terraces and structures at all three sites

that had not been mapped during the regional

study. Most of the previously unmapped features
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Fig. 2.20. Mapping Terrace 78 at El Palmillo.

that we encountered were in heavily vegetated

and steeply sloping areas. In these areas we could

not always be entirely sure which terraces had

been mapped previously and which ones had not.

More important, just as on a regional survey, we
had to grapple with the issue of what exactly de-

fines a terrace. Terraces are artificially flattened

spaces on hill slopes that are stabilized by stone

retaining walls. Residential terraces often have en-

tryways and visible remains of house foundations

and other domestic debris.

More complicated were the sets or strings of

terraces that share a long front retaining wall. In

mapping such features, a consistent procedure
was required to determine if there were a few long
terraces or many shorter ones that abutted each

other. As we walked over and mapped terraces,

during both the regional surveys and the intensive

site surveys, we became more adept at recogniz-

ing characteristics that indicate the edge of a ter-

race. Features such as side walls, changes in the

orientation of front retaining walls, and slight dif-

ferences in the elevation of adjacent terraces pro-
vide clues as to where one terrace ends and an-

other begins. As we gained a better understanding
of terrace construction, we often defined more ter-

races in a given area than had been mapped pre-

viously during the regional survey. As a conse-

quence, for certain areas, we often defined smaller

terraces. It should be noted that our definition of

a terrace differs from that employed in the map-

ping of Xochicalco in Morelos. where a terrace is

defined as "any earth platform built into the hill-

side that is at least 50 m long and at least three

times longer than it is wide" (Hirth 2000:55). In

the Valley of Oaxaca. terraces are generally as-

sociated with domestic units, and most are much
smaller in size.

During subsequent excavations at El Palmillo

we have found general support in the layout of

specific patio groupings for the more tightly de-

fined terrace limits that we identified and mapped

during the intensive survey (Feinman et al. 2(X)I,

2002). Yet, based on the small size of that flat-

tened area on the smallest terraces, we suspect

that a number of them do not represent discrete

domestic units.

In addition to terraces, we identified a range of
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Fig. 2.21. Mapping Terrace 79 at Guirun.

other archaeological features at each site, includ-

ing platforms, structures, walls, plazas, stairways,

and isolated house foundations. Platforms are flat-

topped features, with bases only slightly larger

than the tops, that are built up from the area

around it, usually no more than 3 m. In some cas-

es, but not always, a platform may serve as the

base for a structure. Structures tend to be more

vertical features whose tops are much smaller than

their bases, and so they do not have large flat

areas at their apex. Most platforms are at least 5

m by 5 m, although many are much larger. Struc-

tures also are variable in size but usually are not

as large as platforms.

Walls are stone constructions that may or may
not be associated with terraces. We make the

judgment that walls have a function beyond re-

taining a single terrace, preventing erosion, or

serving as check dams. Walls that just retain ter-

races are treated as part of the terrace. To be des-

ignated a wall, these stone features have to be

longer than the retaining wall of a single terrace.

At all three sites, many (but not necessarily all)

walls seem to constrain access. Some of the lon-

ger walls extend across significant stretches of a

site's circumference.

All of these other features were numbered sep-

arately by class. Surface artifacts found in asso-

ciation with them were recorded by specific con-

text, in the same manner that was employed for

each terrace.

Terraces were oriented for the overall site maps

using a Brunton compass. In the rugged, steep,

and heavily vegetated terrain where the sites are

situated, in areas lacking good roads, we chose

not to use a transit or alidade. Although the use

of such equipment may have resulted ultimately

in slightly more accurate maps, the extra time in-

volved would have greatly surpassed the interpre-

tive payoff of the increased accuracy. At Guirun,

we had to walk more than two hours upslope to

reach the highest parts of the site. Although the

distances were not as great at El Palmillo and the

fortress, we were hampered at those two sites by

very steep rocky slopes that were difficult to ma-

neuver even without heavy equipment. At all

three sites we did use machetes to clear enough

vegetation to see terrace walls and features, but

clearing vegetation to provide clear lines of sight

for reading the transit would have required anoth-

er order of magnitude of time and energy. Instead,



we chose to spend our time making observations

on terrace features and artifact assemblages.

A 100-m tape was carried in the field for mea-

suring archaeological features, but frequently the

dense, thorny vegetation made it more practical

and more accurate to pace off the dimensions of

terraces and other features. Triangulation was

used to measure greater distances.

Using the Brunton compasses for bearings, all

features were placed on a base site map prepared
from 1:50,000 topographic maps, showing every
20-m contour. The maps for El Palmillo and Gui-

nin were enlarged to a scale of 1:5000 (1 cm =

50 m. the same scale of the aerial photo enlarge-

ments that were used in the regional surveys). The

map for the smaller Mitla Fortress, with tightly

compact features in some areas, was enlarged to

.i scale of 1:2500 (1 cm = 25 m). At the same

time, greater detail on individual terraces (such as

entryways, house foundations, and tombs) was re-

corded on a second set of maps prepared for

smaller sections of each site that were drawn at

scales of either 1 cm = 5 m or 1 cm =
1 m.

depending on the nature of the terrain and the as-

sociated archaeological remains that were visible.

We followed a very systematic approach to

mapping the sites, with individual members of the

crew responsible for specific duties. The main

map work was handled in the field by Linda Nich-

olas, who maintained a concern with integrating

newly observed features into the overall site plan

(Figure 2.22). The rest of the crew cut vegetation,

found terraces and other features, measured those

features, and collected surface artifacts.

The first task always was to locate terraces and

other features to be mapped (Figure 2.23). In

some areas this required bushwhacking through

heavy vegetation to clear otherwise invisible fea-

tures. Once a terrace was located, enough vege-
tation was removed so that the nature and full

dimensions of the features could be determined

(often just clearing the overgrowth from the cor-

ners of a feature was sufficient). Especially at El

Palmillo and the Mitla Fortress, we discovered

long, high, well-made walls that formed the front

retaining walls of strings of terraces. By carefully

checking for changes in the nature and orienta-

tions of wall segments and differences in the el-

evations of the associated terraces, we were able

to demarcate individual terraces sharing these

walls.

The length and width of all intact terraces and

other features were measured, as was the height
of structures and terrace retaining walls. When-
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Fig. 2.23. Survey crew on Terrace 325 at El Palmillo.

number) of house foundations (and any other fea-

tures) if discernible, and the nature of the surface

artifact assemblages. We noted the condition of

all walls and whether their primary function ap-

peared to be for defense or to control or define

access. Generally, longer walls and those that con-

strained movement from outside the settlement

into its core were considered defensive. Access

walls generally are shorter and serve to define

pathways or acceptable routes within these settle-

ments. Clearly, we do not know for sure how
these walls were used, and they may have served

multiple roles that also may have changed over

time.

We recorded the nature of the ceramics that

were present on each terrace or feature. These ob-

servations provide the empirical basis for dating
the site and estimating the extent of occupation at

different times in the past. When ceramic densi-

ties were sufficient or other important artifacts

were present, a surface collection was taken. Most
of these collections were general pickups on a

specific terrace or other discrete feature. We did

not employ random samples but rather focused on

collecting artifacts that provided the greatest

amount of information, such as chronologically

diagnostic ceramic types or evidence of ceramic

production such as kiln wasters and molds.

Different collection strategies were employed
for other artifact classes. Stone materials were

abundant on the surface of all three sites; in fact,

on some terraces, chipped stone far outnumbered

ceramics. We recorded the nature of the stone ma-

terials and then collected a sample, focusing on

formal tools, production evidence, and the range
of materials. Manos and metates always were not-

ed and often were photographed in the field but

not collected. We found little shell on the surface

of any of the sites, but collected it whenever it

was observed. Not surprisingly, bone was rarely

observed on the surface or collected.

A preliminary analysis of all collected materi-

als was completed prior to the end of each field

season. In all, we made 172 artifact collections at

the Mitla Fortress, 179 at Guirun, and 392 at El

Palmillo. All artifacts were washed, analyzed, and
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Fig. 2.24. Small domestic tomb on Terrace 199 at Guirun.

recorded in Mitla at the project laboratory; a pho-

tographic record was made of key artifacts. All

artifacts that were collected in the field are stored

at a secure location in Oaxaca.

Ceramics

Most of the ceramic collections made at each site

are from terraces, picked up largely to place chro-

nologically the occupation of the terrace and to

recover indications of ceramic production and pat-

terns of differential distribution. We also collected

ceramics in unterraced areas and from structures

and platforms when the density of material on the

surface or the presence of unusual or significant

diagnostic pieces warranted it. In all contexts, we
took notes on the ceramics that were observed but

not collected. Our interpretation of site occupa-
tions draws on both the collected and noncollect-

ed materials (Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3).

The most common ceramics at all three sites

are the ubiquitous G-35 bowls that are found at

Classic (Monte Alban III) and Early Postclassic

(Monte Alban IV) sites across the valley (Caso et

al. 1967:385-395, fig. 317: Tl 126 in Kowalewski

et al. 1978:178: see also Feinman 1980: Kowa-

lewski et al. 1989: Martinez Lopez 1994 for de-

scriptions of Valley of Oaxaca ceramics). These

nondescript conical gray bowl fragments are pre-

sent across broad expanses of all three sites. Less

abundant are large gris storage jars (Caso et al.

1967:figs. 358a,f, 360; T1508 in Kowalewski et

al. 1989:832; T1120 in Kowalewski et al. 1978:

177-178) and gris sahumadores (Caso et al. 1967:

434-436, fig. 366; Tl 123 in Kowalewski et al.

1978:178). To distinguish the Early Classic from

the Early Postclassic occupation at each site, we

depended on rarer, less frequent diagnostic ceram-

ics, as well as on the nature of the complete as-

semblage observed on each terrace.

The clearest Early Classic (Monte Alban IIIA)

diagnostics are carved G-23 bowls (Caso et al.

1967:80, 213, 317, figs. 266-270. 271a.b; espe-

cially T1264 in Kowalewski et al. 1978:180-181)

and Thin Orange pottery (Caso et al. 1967:83-84,

329, fig. 275; T341 1 in Kowalewski et al. 1978:

192). Small quantities of this fine ceramic were

found at all three sites. Another IIIA diagnostic,

G-23-style vessels made of amarillo paste (A-8 in

Caso et al. 1967:83. fig. 56; T34I0 in Kowalewski

et al. 1978:192). was recovered at El Palmillo and
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Fig. 2.25. House foundation on Terrace 663 at El Palmillo.

the fortress, but not in surface collections at Gui-

run. Sherds from Dainzii amarillo paste bowls

(T3500 in Kowalewski et al. 1989:837) are pre-

sent in considerable quantities at the fortress, in

lesser amounts at El Palmillo, and are very rare

at Guirun. A local ceramic variety, Mitla Bi-

chrome (Feinman et al. 2000), is most common
at the fortress.

Ceramic diagnostics of period IIIB/IV are less

frequent, especially at Guirun, but include gris-

cremosa comales (T1125 in Kowalewski et al.

1978:178) and G-35 bowls with flat rims (T1137
in Kowalewski et al. 1978:178). Rare IIIB/IV ce-

ramics include cafe comales with a raised shelf

(T2418 in Kowalewski et al. 1978:191) and imi-

tation Fine Orange (Caso et al. 1967:86, fig.

328a,b; T3030 in Kowalewski et al. 1978:191-

192.

Even in the absence of definite Monte Alban

IIIA or IIIB/IV ceramics other than G-35 bowls,

the nature of the ceramic assemblage on a partic-

ular terrace often pointed to one or the other

phase. For example, earlier G-35 rims tend to be

more flaring than later ones. In a few areas, sparse

surface ceramics made distinguishing IIIA from

IIIB/IV difficult. We then based our assessments,

in part, on what phases were present on immedi-

ately adjacent terraces. The greater frequency of

clear IIIA diagnostic ceramic types at El Palmillo

and the fortress indicates that those sites were

more heavily occupied in the Early Classic than

in the Late Classic/Early Postclassic.

Late Postclassic ceramics (Monte Alban V) are

especially abundant at Guirun and the Mitla For-

tress, and less so at El Palmillo. The most prev-

alent diagnostic V ceramics are thin, fine-paste G-

3M bowls (T1400 in Blanton et al. 1982:376;

Caso et al. 1967:448, 451, figs. 376-379, 384,

386, 387; T1102-T1107 in Kowalewski et al.

1978:177, T1108 in Kowalewski et al. 1989:831).

Polychromes (Caso et al. 1967:465-475, laminas

XIII-XXX; T5007 in Kowalewski et al. 1978:

193) are present but rare, especially at El Palmillo

and Guirun. Given the frequency and distribution

of Monte Alban V ceramics, the Late Postclassic

occupation at all three sites, but especially El Pal-

millo, was less dense (if not always spatially more
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Table 2.1. Selected Ceramics at the Mitla Fortress

Type



Table 2.3. Selected Ceramics at El Palmillo

Type



Tabu-: 2.4. Summary of Terraces with Residential Architecture

Parameter Mitla Fortress (tuiriin II Palmillo

Total number of terraces

Terraces with house foundations, tombs, entry-

ways, or large construction stones

Percent of all terraces with house foundations,

tombs, entryways. or large construction stones

Terraces with house foundations and/or tombs

Percent of terraces with house foundations and/or

tombs

Number of terraces smaller than 30 nv that have

visible house foundations or tombs

Number of terraces smaller than 20 nv that have

visible house foundations or tombs

463



Table 2.5. Terrace Site Comparisons

Parameter



ies at each location. Nevertheless, in each case,

we have a firmer empirical grip on the layout of

the sites and how occupation shifted over time.

Summary

Through intensive site survey, we have been able

to document the residential nature of each of the

sites. We have mapped house foundations, small

domestic tombs, stairways, and entryways on

many terraces. We have collected and noted dense

quantities of domestic debris on many terraces.

including large manos and metates not likely to

be carted off to terraces used for agriculture.

This investigation provides the most intensive

and holistic picture that we have for terrace set

dements in the Valley of Oaxaca with the excep-
tion of Monte Alban. Through the presentation of

these findings, we contribute to ongoing discus-

sions regarding the general plans and defensible

positions of hilltop terrace sites, the use of the

residential terraces, the specific occupational his-

tories of the communities, and the indications for

stone working and other economic activities.

These topics are addressed for each site in the

following chapters.
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The Mitla Fortress

The
Mitla Fortress sits on a steep, rocky prom-

ontory 2 km west of Mitla, on terrain in the

eastern end of the Tlacolula Valley that belongs
to Loma Larga, an agenda (political dependency)
of Mitla (Figure 3.1). Rising from a valley-floor

elevation of just under 1700 m. the summit of the

ridge reaches 1850 m. It is not so much the height

of this landform that is so striking but the steep-

ness and difficult access of its rocky slopes (Fig-

ure 3.2). The northern, highest part of the site con-

sists of a flat mesa with steeply sloping sides com-

posed of outcropping bedrock. In some places the

slopes are nearly vertical and impassable, and ac-

cess to the top of the mesa from the west, north,

and east is difficult. As indicated by the site's

name and the early accounts, at least part of the

settlement was fortified.

Two huge stone walls, still standing 5 m high

today, define and defend the top of this rocky pla-

teau (Figure 3.3). Enclosed in this top precinct of

the site is a series of public buildings, including

several with standing adobe walls (Figure 3.4).

Extending southeast from the summit, toward

Mitla. is a long, gradually descending spur that

provides the only "easy" access to the higher
reaches of the site (Figure 3.5). One must, how-

ever, still pick one's way through exposed patches
of bedrock and large boulders to ascend to the top.

Although they are not as large or as well pre-

served as the features on the summit, architectural

complexes, additional walls, and hundreds of ter-

races cover the top and slopes of this lower ridge.

From the top of the hill, the prehispanic resi-

dents of the fortress had a 360° view of the sur-

rounding valley, including one of the major passes

into the valley from the east. From the vantage of

this fortified hill, the site's residents were posi-

tioned to defend themselves against potential

threats, from within or beyond the valley, and also

to monitor people or goods entering the valley

from the east. The contemporary community of

Mitla long has been known as an exchange

entrepot, especially for links to the Mixe region

of Oaxaca and beyond (Beals 1979; Parsons 1936:

12-14; Schmieder 1930:34, 44-45).

The Mitla Fortress, like Guirun and El Palmillo,

is located near several chert outcrops (Holmes

1897; Williams and Heizer 1965). The largest

sources occur at the base of the fortress, both

along the southern edge of the rocky hill (Figure

3.6) and to the east. The translucent brown chert

that outcrops at the fortress is of noticeably higher

quality than the local chert at either Guirun or El

Palmillo.

The Mitla Fortress is located in one of the driest

parts of the Valley of Oaxaca, where rainfall today

is barely adequate for farming (Kowalewski 1982:

156). The major water sources are two large springs

on the north and southeast sides of the fortress, and

several arroyos run close to the foot of the site. Ad-

ditional small springs are located on the eastern and

southern slopes of the hill, as well in lower areas to

the north and east. Although the smaller springs on

the slopes dry up during the extended droughts that

often occur in this part of the valley, the larger

springs provide water year-round. Expanses of flat

land near the base of the fortress have been culti-

vated in the past, even though in recent years these

fields west of the fortress have not been farmed.

High water-table well irrigation, however, can still
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Fig. 3.1. Site map of the Mitla Fortress.

Fig. 3.2. The rocky cliff on the western side of the Mitla Fortress.

Fig. 3.3. The huge stone defensive walls (Walls 1 and 2) on the summit of the Mitla Fortress.
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Fig. 3.4. Standing adobe wall (Structure 71) on the summit of the Mitla Fortress.

be employed today in a small patch of land (several

fields) east of the site.

The stone plateau at the site's summit supports

only sparse vegetation. Other parts of the hill, es-

pecially along steep slopes that have never been

cleared for farming, are covered in dense vege-

tation, including huizache {Acacia sp.), mala mu-

jer (Cnidoscolus urens), nopal (Opuntia pilifera),

garambullo {Myrtillocactus schenckii), various

varieties of maguey {Agave sp.), and several large

stands of Yucca periculosa. Few terraces at the

site are farmed today, although some of the larger

ones were cleared and farmed in the past. Today
the principal economic use of the site is for graz-

ing, and a shrine built on the ridgetop just below

the summit is an important pilgrimage and picnic

spot for many people from local villages. Yet

many local people, even from the village of Mitla

itself, have never visited the fortress.

General Survey Findings

When we began mapping the Mitla Fortress in

June 1998, the vegetation on the site was minimal

due to an 8-month drought that affected the region

in 1997-1998. During most dry seasons, the veg-

etation on the fortress still obscures archaeologi-

cal features on the ground. But this particular

drought was so severe that even if we could not

easily walk into stands of spindly bushes without

clearing a bit with machetes, we could see and

define the architectural features on the surface that

were hidden in the summer of 1980 (during the

regional survey). The scarcity of covering vege-

tation in early June 1998 was especially beneficial

for our intensive survey, allowing us to observe

and map features on the top of the fortress and

the southern slopes that rapidly became covered

with dense low brush and heavy grass once the

rains began. When we revisited the top of the for-

tress following seasonal rains in mid-July 1998,

we could no longer easily find a number of the

surface features that were evident six weeks ear-

lier (and we even knew exactly where to look for

them).

Given these advantageous circumstances, we
located and mapped 463 terraces at the Mitla For-

tress during the intensive survey (see Figure 3.1
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Fig. 3.5. The gradual eastern aseent of the Mitla Fortress.

and Appendix 4.a), four times as many as were

mapped during the regional survey. Most of the

terraces at the fortress are not large; the majority

are smaller than 50 m 2

(Figure 3.7). Less than 5%
are 100 m : or larger, so these terraces are much
smaller than those at Monte Alban. Only one ter-

race is larger than 200 m :
, close to the average

for all terrace sites mapped in Oaxaca during the

regional surveys. The largest terraces are on the

ridgetop just below the summit and on the south-

eastern spur (see Figure 3.1). For the most part.

these larger terraces are the ones that were

mapped by the regional survey crew. We found

many additional smaller terraces on steeper slopes

below the ridgetops. Most terraces in these steeper
areas are dispersed or occur in small clusters.

Many do not have the high stone retaining walls

that make the larger terraces easier to find and

map.
Domestic trash, both pottery sherds and a range

of stone materials, is present on most terraces. We
observed visible house foundations on a small

percentage of terraces and scattered building

stones on many others. On some terraces we

could still see entryways leading up to the terrace

from below or from adjacent terraces.

In addition to the terraces, we mapped 138

mounds and smaller structures (Appendix 4.b),

110 platforms (Appendix 4.c), and seven plazas

(Appendix 4.d). The largest structures, platforms,

and plazas were part of the public core on the

site's summit (Figure 3.8, Appendices I .a. l.b),

including the two long narrow structures (nos. 70

and 71) with adobe walls that still stand several

meters high (see Figure 3.4). These adobe struc-

tures are similar in plan to the nonresidential con-

struction at Guirun, where a few adobe remnants

also are still visible. These long, thin adobe struc-

tures (likely palaces) are similar to standing con-

struction at a walled site we mapped at Llego Yia-

chi (east of San Lorenzo Albarradas), which, like

the fortress, also is located on a natural rock cliff

overlooking lower terrain (Feinman and Nicholas

1999).

Smaller architectural features are scattered

throughout the residential sectors of the site. Most

of the platforms at the fortress are low and were

constructed of large, roughly cut stone blocks
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Fig. 3.6. Translucent brown chert source at the base of the Mitla Fortress.

(Figure 3.9). Some of these large blocks are es-

pecially visible on eroded slopes near the base of

the hill. Most of the house foundations that we
observed at the site are located on residential ter-

races (Figure 3.10), although we did map 12 iso-

lated house foundations near the southern edge of

the site on relatively fiat terrain with few terraces

(Appendix l.c).

The huge defensive walls (nos. 1 and 2) that

encircle the site's summit were only two of 146

walls (Appendix 4.e) at the site. These two im-

pressive stone walls were by far the tallest and

longest at the site. Not all of the walls at the for-

tress are clearly defensive; many appear to have

limited or controlled access into certain areas. We
also mapped a series of accessways or roads and

1 1 stairways (Appendix 4.f).

Two caves with evidence of use were noted.

One of these had paintings (in red) on the wall of

a natural cavern on the eastern slope of the hill.

The paintings depict animals (deer?) and are very
similar to paintings reported in the Yagul area by

Nelly Robles Garcia and Jorge Bautista (personal
communication 1998).

Occupational History

The Mitla Fortress was initially settled during
Monte Alban Late I (300-200 B.C.). We recorded

Late I ceramics on 15 terraces that were dispersed

over an area of about 3.3 ha on the upper slopes

and summit of the site (Tables 3.1 and 3.2; Figure

3.11). The regional survey crew (Kowalewski et

al. 1989) also noted the presence of Monte Alban

I sherds on the summit. We found Monte Alban

II (150 b.c.-a.d. 200) ceramics on 28 terraces.

There continued to be dispersed settlement on the

summit at that time, while new habitation spread
down the gently sloping ridgetop to the southeast

(Figure 3.12), and the occupied area of the for-

tress doubled (6.6 ha). Based on the number of

occupied terraces, the fortress was inhabited by
75-150 people in Late I and 140-280 people in

period II. As one of the largest settlements in east-

ern Tlacolula at that time, the hill probably was a

small center or regional head town. To the east,

on flatter ground, settlement remained sparse in

the vicinity of Mitla, where the ruins of Late Post-

classic civic-ceremonial construction stand today.
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Mitla Fortress
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Terrace Area in Square Meters

Fig. 3.7. Histogram of terrace size al the Mitla Fortress.

Population at the fortress expanded greatly dur-

ing Monte Alban IIIA (a.d. 200-500) (Figure

3.13), a pattern already documented by the re-

gional survey (Kowalewski et al. 1989) for many
sites in the Tlacolula Valley. At this time, the set-

tlement covered most of the summit and spread
down all but the northern slopes of the hill, cov-

ering almost 40 ha. The majority of terraces (ap-

proximately 394), most of the public architecture,

and many of the lower defensive walls appear to

have been built during IIIA (the two large defen-

sive walls on top are later), when the basic plan

of the settlement was laid out. Growth at the for-

tress appears to have been relatively rapid, reach-

ing an estimated population between 1200 and

2400 people. At this size, the fortress would have

been one of the dominant centers in eastern Tla-

colula during the Early Classic, while there con-

tinued to be only small dispersed settlement in the

vicinity of modern Mitla.

The pattern of growth changed during the Late

Classic/Early Postclassic. Whereas settlement in-

creased in the Mitla area overall (Kowalewski et

al. 1989:map 7), settlement and population de-

clined on the rocky promontory of the fortress.

The occupied area at the fortress was less than

half of what it was in IIIA (see Table 3.2). Settle-

ment in IIIB/IV (a.d. 500-900) was more defen-

sively situated on the summit and upper ridge

(Figure 3.14). Yet most of the terraces within that

smaller area appear to have continued to be oc-

cupied (290 terraces), so that the population was

still considerable (1000-2000 people). Although
our 1998 field study did not include areas beyond
the base of the fortress, the hill appears to have

been part of a larger community that was growing
near the base of the fortress. The relationship be-

tween the fortress and the growing center at Mitla

at this time is less clear.

The Monte Alban V (a.d. 900-1520) occupa-

tion of the fortress expanded to include the entire

rocky hill (Figure 3.15), an area of more than 50

ha (see Table 3.2). Yet, based on the distribution

of terraces with period V ceramics, the settlement

was more dispersed than during the earlier Classic

period, and the population was not quite as large

as it had been at its peak in IIIA. Based on the

terraces (approximately 43% of mapped terraces)

with period V ceramics, the hilltop community
had between 985 and 1970 people. By this time,

though, the fortress was clearly part of the larger
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Fig. 3.8. Structure 65 on the summit of the Mitla Fortress

Mitla site, the major Postclassic center in eastern

Tlacolula, with more than 10,000 people.

Although defense appears always to have been

a concern at the fortress, the huge defensive walls

on the summit (Figure 3.16) were not constructed

until period V. Ceramics from Monte Alban Late

I through IV were found on the summit (see also

Bittler 1975), yet much of the pottery that we col-

lected within these huge walls was period V; out-

side these walls Classic period ceramics predom-
inate. The adobe structures on the summit (see

Figure 3.4) also were built in period V. A piece

of a wooden beam sampled from the walls of

these buildings was radiocarbon dated to a.d.

1385 ± 85) (Bittler 1975; Rabin 1970).

Site Layout and Defensive Nature

Like El Palmillo, the occupation of the fortress

was situated on one freestanding hill (see Figure

3.2), with the site's monumental architecture con-

structed mostly on the summit, inside the two

huge defensive walls (see Figure 3.1). The most

elaborate architectural complex at the fortress in-

cludes an open four-mound group (Appendix Lb)
with two long adobe structures (nos. 70 and 71).

A series of smaller structures and platforms is

spread across the summit and positioned around

the main complex.

Although the two large defensive walls and the

two long adobe structures were built in period V,

most of the other public buildings at the top of

the fortress appear to have been constructed ear-

lier, by IIIA. Other low platforms are spread out

on the long ridgetop east of the summit. Another

grouping of low stone platforms is found at the

base of the southeastern spur.

Most of the terraces are situated on the top and

the more gradual slopes of the long eastern ridge.

Many of these terraces are grouped into long

strings with other terraces that share a high stone

retaining wall (Appendices l.d, l.e). These retain-

ing walls form barriers at the edge of the ridgetop

and enclose many low stone platforms and other,

shorter strings of terraces. Such strings of terraces

that share a front terrace wall are also common at
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Fig. 3.9. Stones in wall of" Platform 26 at the Mitla fortress.

El Palmillo. Most terraces below these defensive

walls are smaller and more dispersed, sometimes

nestled in among areas of high bedrock (Appen-
dix l.c). In the direction and arrangement of ter-

races along the east and southeast slopes, the for-

tress resembles some of the small Monte Alban

Late I/II terrace sites (such as Hierve el Agua and

El Calvario) that are situated at the eastern edge
of the entire valley system (Feinman and Nicholas

1995b).

In contrast to Guinin and El Palmillo, where no

defensive walls had been recorded or mapped pri-

or to the intensive surface surveys, the Mitla For-

tress has long been known for its standing walls

of large faced stones (see Figure 2.8) (Bittler

1975: Elam 1989; Holmes 1897). The walls, with

cores of unfaced stone cobbles, are held together
with mud mortar. The inner defensive wall (Wall

I) was approximately 1025-1050 m long and en-

closed an area of approximately 3.75 ha (Appen-
dices I .a, l.b). Wall 2, the outer defensive wall,

situated immediately downslope from Wall 1, is

much shorter, only 145 m long. Parts of these

walls still stand 5 to 6 m high.

Both ends of Wall 2 join Wall 1 where massive

bedrock boulders were placed (see Figure 3.16).

and the junctions between these two walls are al-

most impassable (cf. Elam 1989; Holmes 1897).

An entrance at the center of Wall 2 (facing south-

east) provided limited access to the principal

(south) entrance to the site's summit through Wall

1. This double entrance led people between two

tall, thick walls and served as a clear defensible

impediment for unwanted visitors.

A significant number of roads and accessways
channeled people up the slopes to the summit (see

Figure 3.1). Major paths of communication clear-

ly were defined by the prehispanic inhabitants.

Cut stone stairways, raised paths (almost like

short sacbes in the Maya region), and even

cleaved bedrock were regularly noted in conjunc-
tion with these paths. Some routes could be traced

for more than 100 m. Although the means of ac-

cess at the fortress perhaps were not as rigidly

defined as discussed by Garci'a Cook for Cantona

in Puebla (Garcia Cook and Merino 1998), they

bear a clear parallel to the pattern of defined ac-

cess described for that site.
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Fig. 3.10. Terrace 276 with house foundation at the Mitla Fortress.

Although most of these roads ascended the

more gentle slopes of the hill, mostly leading up
the southeastern spur, several other routes led up
to three less accessible openings in Wall 1 that are

located on the northern, western, and eastern sides

of the site (see also Holmes 1897). Each of these

entrances is largely hidden from view from below,

and each is associated with cut stone steps or ac-

cessways that were difficult to ascend. Given the

difficulty of reaching these three wall openings,

they were probably little used compared to the

southern/southeastern entrance and may have

been more commonly used by people wanting to

enter or leave the site unnoticed. Since the south-

eastern side of the site was most intensively set-

tled, it is not unexpected that the southern/south-

eastern entrance through the walls was most

prominent.

Although no other walls at the site are as long
as Wall 1 , some of the less visible ones on lower

slopes run for several hundred meters (Appendi-
ces l.b, l.c). Literally the entire fortress is ringed

by vestiges of stone walls, which undoubtedly
were much more prominent in earlier times. We
were not able to map the full extent of some of

these walls due to the posthispanic borrowing of

stones and serious erosion in some parts of the

site. It is no surprise that elderly Spanish-speaking

Table 3.1. Architectural Features at the Mitla Fortress by Phase

Phase



Table 3.2. Mitla Fortress Population Estimates and Site Size b> Phase

Phase
Population



MITLA FORTRESS
MONTE ALBAN II

CONTOUR INTERVAL 20 M -OCCUPIED AREA

Fig. 3.12. Monte Alban II occupation at the Mitla Fortress.

inhabitants of Mitla still know the site as "La
Muralla."

The western slope (facing the interior Valley of

Oaxaca) appears to have been used intensively

only in Monte Alban V, when the large walls at

the top were constructed. Prior to the Late Post-

classic period, the employment of inhabitants and

features was almost entirely directed to the east,

toward extravalley concerns. Major threats appear
to have been perceived from the south and east,

while the steep western slope facing the valley

was given less attention. In Monte Alban V, de-

fensive threats may have been anticipated (or pos-

sibly occurred) from all directions.

Economic Specialization at the

Fortress

Through our intensive investigation of the Mitla

Fortress, we have amplified the 1980 regional
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MITLA FORTRESS
MONTE ALBAN IIIA

t,
CONTOUR INTERVAL 20 M o OCCUPIED AREA

Fig. 3.13. Monte Albrin IIIA occupation at the Mitla Fortress.

findings of stone working by the prehispanic in-

habitants of the site. The most prevalent stone ma-

terial at the fortress was chert, which constitutes

more than half of the stone at the site. About a

third of the stone artifacts are of obsidian: most

of the rest are ground stone (Table 3.3).

Although we did record a wide variety of chert

at the fortress, three local varieties constitute 75%
of this stone assemblage (and two-thirds of the

chipped stone cores) (Table 3.4). The settlement's

prehispanic inhabitants made greatest use of the

high-quality chert beds (translucent brown) that

lie at the base of the hill; tools, cores, and debris

from this source account for over half (51%) of

the chert recorded at the fortress. Next most com-

mon are lower-quality yellow-white and white va-

rieties (approximately 25% combined) that out-

crop in rocky formations east of the fortress. The

remaining varieties (over 30) were diverse and

present only in very small quantities.

In our observed sample, what we loosely con-

sider "tools" constitute 61% of the chert. Cores
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MITLA FORTRESS
MONTE ALBAN IIIB/IV

t,
CONTOUR INTERVAL 20 M -OCCUPIED AREA

Fig. 3.14. Monte Alban IIIB/IV occupation at the Mitla Fortress.

are 17%, and unmodified flakes and other pro-

duction debris make up the remaining 21% (see

Table 3.4). Most of the chert tools were expedient,

including utilized or retouched flakes and bifaces

made largely from production debris (268 of 385

tools, 70%). Yet some chert tools were more for-

mal, including a variety of scrapers, perforators,

and projectile points. The most common scraping
tools were raspadores, or scraper planes, that

have long been noted in the dry eastern part of

the valley (Hester and Heizer 1972; Robles 1994).

Although most of the projectile points were fin-

ished, three were unfinished preforms, indicating

that chert projectile points may have been made

at the fortress. Based on the high percentage of

tools to debris, it appears that initial reduction ac-

tivity occurred off-site, right at the chert beds,

while later stages of tool preparation or rejuve-

nation occurred on-site.

Distinct varieties of chert were selected as the

raw material for different classes of artifacts. For

example, most of the chert projectile points (20
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MITLA FORTRESS
MONTE ALBAN V

CONTOUR INTERVAL 20 M OCCUPIED AREA

Fig. 3.15. Monte Alban V occupation at the Mitla Fortress.

out of 24). blades (8 of 10), bifaces (21 of 30),

and perforators (13 of 17) were made out of ma-

terial from the nearby high-quality translucent

source. This high-quality chert produces tools

with sharper edges (Crabtree 1967). In contrast,

only one-third of the raspadores (11 of 3 1 ) and

less than half of the scrapers ( 1 2 of 25) were made
of this material. Most of these latter tools were

made from the yellow-white, white, and other

lower-quality stone materials. Tools made from

these other cherts generally have less sharp edges.

and so may have been chosen to make tools for

certain tasks where sharp edges were not neces-

sary or desired, such as for processing plant ma-

terials for fiber (Hester and Heizer 1972; Parsons

and Parsons 1990). Raspadores have long been

postulated to have been associated with maguey

processing, most specifically the extraction of fi-

ber from the plant's pulpy leaves (Hester and

Heizer 1972; Robles 1994). Specialized maguey

production has been documented elsewhere in

prehispanic Mesoamerica (e.g.. Evans 1990) and
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Fig. 3.16. Closeup of huge stone defensive walls (Walls 1 and 2) on the summit of the Mitla Fortress.

has been long proposed for the eastern Valley of

Oaxaca (Hester and Heizer 1972; Messer 1978:

77-80).

We also recovered ample evidence that the ex-

otic stone, obsidian, was worked at the site. Many
more "exhausted" obsidian cores (23) (Figure

3.17) and large obsidian flakes (Figure 3.18) were

recovered (Table 3.5) at the fortress than at Gui-

run and El Palmillo combined (a total of only six

cores). Although obsidian cores were found at al-

most 50 sites in the Valley of Oaxaca during the

regional surveys, including Monte Alban, we

rarely found more than one or two obsidian cores

at any one site (Kowalewski et al. 1989:271-272,

Table 3.3. Summary of Stone Assemblages at the Mitla Fortress, Guiriin, and El Palmillo
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Form



MITLA FORTRESS

Fig. 3.20. Mitla Fortress site sections.

vided the fortress into seven sections: the summit

(section 1 ); the flat ridgetop just below the summit

(section 2); the front, moderately sloping south-

eastern face of the hill (section 3); the southern

slope (section 4); the steep, rocky western slope

(section 5); the northernmost slope, which in-

cludes a rocky projection just below the summit

(section 6); and the eastern slope (section 7) (Fig-

ure 3.20).

Section 2 has the clearest indications of stone

working, and the occupants of many terraces in

this part of the site (the flat ridgetop just below

the summit where 30% of the residential terraces

are located) appear to have crafted stone tools

from chert and obsidian. Almost half of the chert

cores (52 of 109) (Figure 3.21), unmodified chert

flakes (42 of 97), and chert chunks ( 10 of 27) that

we noted were in this section (Table 3.7). This

debris is widely distributed throughout the sec-

tion; on only six terraces did we find more than

one core. Obsidian also was worked in this sec-

tion, where we observed 48% of the cores ( 1 1 of
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# Site section

# Number of chert cores in section

(%) Cores as % of total chert in section

# Site section

# Number of obsidian cores in section

(%) Cores as % of total obsidian in section

Fig. 3.21. Chert cores in each site section at the Mit-

la Fortress.

Fig. 3.22. Obsidian cores in each site section at the

Mitla Fortress.

Table 3.7. Selected Stone Artifacts in Each Site Section at the Mitla Fortress



# Site section

# Number of chert scrapers and raspadores in section

Fig. 3.23. Chert scrapers and raspadores in each site

section at the Mitla Fortress.

23) (Figure 3.22) and more than a third of the

flakes (28 of 79). The obsidian may have been

worked by the residents of neighboring terraces.

Although no one terrace had more than one ob-

sidian core, we did find a few cores on adjacent

or nearby terraces or low platforms. In contrast,

obsidian blades were much more evenly dispersed

across the site (see Table 3.7).

The most common tools in section 2, as in the

rest of the site, are utilized or retouched chert

flakes and obsidian blades (see Table 3.7), both of

which could have been used for a variety of cut-

ting tasks. Tools with more specialized uses, es-

pecially scrapers and raspadores, were more

abundant in this part of the site than elsewhere

(Figure 3.23), as were projectile points made on

a variety of stone materials (Figure 3.24). Obsid-

ian was most abundant near the top of the ridge,

in sections 1 and 2 (Table 3.8), and obsidian ap-

pears to also have been worked on the summit

(section 1 ). Although there are only 12 residential

terraces on the summit (less than 3% of all ter-

races), 1 3% of the obsidian cores and 22% of the

flakes at the site were found here (see Table 3.7).

The most common tools in section I were uti-

lized chert flakes, metates, and especially obsidian

blades. The high number of obsidian blades (twice

as many as utilized chert flakes) may partly reflect

the practice of ritual activities at the ceremonial

core of the site (see Table 3.7). We found low

numbers of scrapers in this part of the site (see

# Site section

# Number of projectile points in section

Fig. 3.24. Projectile points in each site section at the

Mitla Fortress.

Figure 3.23) and only four projectile points (sec

Figure 3.24), many fewer than in section 2. just

outside the huge defensive walls that guard the

summit.

High-quality chert is locally available at the

base of the hill (near sections 3 and 4), and it

appears that residents of these sections worked a

higher proportion of this chert (Table 3.9). Al-

though we found artifacts made from the trans-

lucent brown chert in all sectors of the site, fin-

ished tools constituted a smaller proportion of this

material in sections 3 and 4 than in other site sec-

tions. Over half of the translucent brown chert

cores and all the point preforms were found in

these two sections (Figure 3.25; see Table 3.9).

The focus on the production of chert tools was

especially great in section 3, where obsidian and

other stone materials constituted a smaller pro-

portion of the total stone assemblage than else-

where on the site (see Table 3.8).

In addition to the almost ubiquitous utilized

TABLE 3.8. Stone Materials in Each Site Section at

the Mitla Fortress



Table 3.9. Translucent Brown Chert in Each Site Section at the Mitla Fortress



with many projectile points (some of which are

earlier than Late Postclassic in date), indicate that

the fortress had a defensive character before Mon-

te Alban V.

The layout of most of the terraces and access

ways across the fortress appear to have been

planned and delineated. Many strings of terraces

sharing high defensive retaining walls enclose

some sectors of the site. Stairways, raised paths,

and even cleaved bedrock were regularly noted in

conjunction with many of the paths leading up to

the summit.

The nature of the fortress changed somewhat

over time. In the Early Classic, the site was a

compact, seemingly densely settled town, situated

in a defensible location. Later, during the Late

Postclassic. the occupation was more dispersed,

but massive defensive walls of stone were posi-

tioned at the hill's crest. At that time, defensive

concerns shifted from a focus on the east to all

directions, perhaps reflecting the "balkanization"

of the valley following the fall of Monte Alban

(Blanton et al. 1982:117; Kowalewski 1976:516;

Kowalewski et al. 1989:317; Marcus and Flan-

nery 1983:217).

The site also was a locus of artisanal produc-

tion, with some but not all households working
chert and obsidian. Given the weight of large

ground stone nictates, most of those tools likely

also were made at the fortress. A small number

of households appear to have engaged in ceramic

production. Household residents and as well as

the occupants of site segments (networks of ad-

jacent houses) specialized in the production of a

range of goods that were exchanged across the

site and, at least for obsidian, to neighboring com-

munities.
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Guirun

At
Guinin. remnants of prehispanic occupation
are more dispersed, spread across a series of

high piedmont ridges and mountain slopes at the

eastern limits of the Tlacolula Valley (Figure 4.1).

Most of the site is in the terrain of San Lorenzo

Albarradas, located just outside the valley proper,

on the eastern slope of the mountains. Small seg-

ments of the site are on land belonging to San Pab-

lo Mitla and its agenda, Xaaga. The high piedmont

ridges of the site descend from Cerro Guirone and

range in elevation from 1900 to 2300 m. The site's

location encompasses considerable topographic va-

riety, from steep slopes that often are covered in

dense vegetation to more level ridgetops that have

been cleared for farming (Figure 4.2). The upper

slopes are covered with pine and oak forest. Veg-
etation on lower slopes consists of xerophytic

plants common to eastern Tlacolula that also are

prevalent at the fortress and El Palmillo. although

there are fewer magueys (Agave spp.) and no pal-

millo (Yucca periculosa) at Guirun.

The site is arranged with complexes of platforms
and structures on virtually every natural ridgetop

or flat saddle on the western slopes of Cerro Gui-

rone (Figure 4.3). Associated with these architec-

tural complexes are groups of terraces, often ex-

tending down the steep slopes. Bedrock outcrops
are prevalent in some areas, where the natural stone

was incorporated into structures and platforms; in

other parts of the site, areas of high bedrock were

incorporated into walls and/or used as lookouts.

The principal passes through the mountains at

the eastern end of the Valley of Oaxaca are lo-

cated on either side (north and south) of Cerro

Guirone. Part of the site abuts the southern pass.

Known as the Camino Real, this pass was a major
route to the Mixe area to the east in the early

1900s. The pass is still used today by people trav-

eling on foot or mule train between nearby areas

in eastern Tlacolula and San Lorenzo Albarradas,

on the eastern side of the mountains. The modern

highway to the Mixe area, which bears motor ve-

hicle traffic, follows the northern pass out of the

Valley of Oaxaca and runs just below La Cua-

drada, the large stone quarry at the northern end

of the Guirun site.

In 1995, when we were surveying the Guirun

region, we discovered that the La Cuadrada stone

quarry (mentioned in some early reports; see also

Robles 1992, 1994; Williams and Heizer 1965)

was part of the Guirun site. This ignimbrite quarry
is situated beyond the limits of the 1980 Tlacolula

survey area (Figure 4.4; Feinman and Nicholas

1999), so the sherd scatter that connects this stone

source to the rest of Guirun was previously un-

documented. During the 1996 survey of Guirun.

we also discovered additional chert sources on or

near the site. Overall, at least a dozen quarries and

stone sources are encompassed by the site or are

situated nearby. These include the ignimbrite

quarry (La Cuadrada) as well as several sources

of low-quality greenstone, basalt, other construc-

tion stone, and several varieties of chert. The chert

sources at Guirun. most of which are poor-quality

white varieties, arc lower in quality than the trans-

lucent brown chert at the Mitla Fortress.

Guirun. like El Palmillo and the fortress, is sit-

uated in the rain shadow created by the high

mountains at the eastern edge of the valley. Rain-

storms that move in from the east often drop
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Fig. 4.2. The northern terraced ridge at Guirun, viewed from the southwest.

much of their moisture on the eastern side of the

mountains. Yet situated right below Cerro Guiro-

ne, which often is shrouded in clouds during the

rainy season. Guirun receives slightly more rain-

fall than either El Palmillo or the fortress, as some
of the rain precipitated by Cerro Guirone falls on

the site and nearby slopes. Runoff from the moun-

tains also flows down gullies and small streams

that cross the site, and larger expanses of the site

(compared to the others) are used agriculturally

today. Some of the flatter slopes and ridgetops

have been farmed continuously for decades; this

is not the case at the other two sites. On some of

the terraced slopes at Guirun, many ancient ter-

races have been rebuilt or modified for modern

agricultural use, at least in part because there is

little other flat farmland in the vicinity. Neverthe-

less, one sees more maize at Guirun than at the

other two sites.

General Survey Findings

The best-preserved terraces at Guirun are on

steeper slopes that today are covered in dense xe-

rophytic vegetation. Although this setting made

mapping difficult, the vegetation and steep slopes

have protected and preserved the terraces. On
some of the flatter ridgetops and shallower slopes,

more extensive, recent farming activities have

partially damaged terraces. Thus the 330 terraces

that we mapped and recorded at Guirun during the

intensive survey are a conservative or minimum
estimate (see Figure 4. 1 ; Appendix 5.a). Some ter-

races were too destroyed to obtain accurate mea-

surements; we approximated the size of 35 par-

tially destroyed terraces and placed them on the

map without assigning them numbers. In a few

areas it appeared that some terraces had been en-

tirely plowed under for modern agriculture, al-

though we still generally found scattered building

stones and other domestic trash. The actual num-

ber of terraces at Guirun was probably somewhere

between 365 and 4(H).

Although terraces at Guirun are larger than

those at the Mitla Fortress and El Palmillo, most

(61%) are still less than 100 m :

(Figure 4.5). Few-

er than 15% are 200 m 2 or larger, and only five

arc larger than 450 m2
, the average for terraces

with "nonelaborate" residences at Monte Alban

(Blanton 1978:68). The largest terraces at Guirun

are located on lower ridgetops, surrounding the
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Fig. 4.3. The four-mound group and ball court on a lower ridge at Guirun, viewed from the northwest.

site's most monumental architecture. The smallest

terraces were positioned on the highest ridges of

the site. These ridges are not necessarily the

steepest, so while terrace size in part reflects to-

pography, it also may be related to proximity of

the features to the architectural core of the site.

At Guirun, 36 mounds and structures were

mapped (Appendix 5.b), along with 51 platforms

(Appendix 5.c), nine plazas or patios (Appendix

5.d), and numerous small house foundations. The

site's public architecture includes a well-pre-

served ball court with an associated four-mound

group and two-room temple in addition to the two

tomb complexes noted by the early explorers

(Figures 4.6 and 4.7; see Appendices 2.c and 2.d).

Although many house foundations were situated

on terraces, others were placed on natural flat

spots along the ridgetops.

We mapped 64 walls and wall segments at Gui-

run, some over 80 m long (Appendix 5.e). None
of these walls (most of which were only partially

preserved or hidden by dense vegetation) were

mapped during the regional survey. In general

only the most obvious and visible ancient walls,

such as those at the Mitla Fortress or at Corona

Grande in the Etla arm of the valley (Elam 1989:

395), were mapped during the regional surveys

(we also noted and mapped huge defensive walls

at sites like Llego Yiachi and Nueve Puntas in the

Guirun area survey region in 1995).

Although we mapped fewer walls at Guirun

than at the other two sites, the residents of Guirun

still were concerned with defense. The gullies and

steep vegetated slopes that descend the ridgetops

make access into the site's core difficult from cer-

tain directions. Walls were not really necessary to

make the site defensible where the topography

was forbidding. That is, many of the stone walls

that we mapped at the site block or direct traffic

at the routes of easiest access up to the site. The

identification of the defensive features at Guirun

in conjunction with the difficult access into the

site reveals an even greater concern with defense

at this site than we previously suspected based on

the regional surveys.
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Fig. 4.4. Cut stone blocks still visible at La Cuadrada 1(X) years after Saville's early photographs.

Occupational History

During the intensive surface study of Guirun we
identified small occupations of Monte Alban Late

I and II that had not been noted during the prior

regional surveys. We found Late I ceramics on

two terraces (Terraces 55 and 58) in a middle part

of the site (Figure 4.8, Table 4.1). The total area

of the site during this early occupation was less

than 0.2 ha, with an estimated population of only
10-20 people (Table 4.2). The Monte Albjin II

occupation was more dispersed and only a bit

larger. We found period II ceramics in six small,

discrete areas of the site (on Terraces 41. 58, 115,

263, and 268, and Platform 21) (Figure 4.9) and

estimate the population as roughly 35-70 people.
The total occupied area was less than 0.4 ha.

During Monte Alban Late I and II. the largest

sites in the Guirun region were situated on the

eastern side of the mountains (outside the valley

proper); most were positioned on defensible

promontories above the Hormiga Colorada (Fein-

man and Nicholas 1996, 1999). Although the ear-

liest occupations at Guirun. in Monte Alban Late

I and II, clearly were situated in defensible or el-

evated locations, we suspect that most defensive

walls at the site were not constructed until later

as these features are not in close association with

the earliest inhabited terraces.

In 1995, as part of the regional survey of the

Guirun region, we located a larger Monte Alban

Late I/II site at the base of Guirun near a natural

spring (and the modern ranchito of El Zompantli).

This settlement, along with many other Monte Al-

ban I and II settlements just beyond the eastern

end of Tlacolula, was abandoned during Monte

Alban IIIA (Feinman and Nicholas 1996). At that

time, the more defensible Guirun settlement (sit-

uated well above the valley floor) expanded great-

ly in size, spreading over the two longest, lowest

(and most densely occupied) ridges of the site

(Figure 4.10). In the Early Classic, the settlement

covered almost 50 ha. many times larger than all

the earlier Guirun occupation plus the El Zom-

pantli site combined. In all, 280 residential terrac-

es were inhabited during IIIA, and the estimated

population of the site was between 1650 and 3300

people.

In Monte Alban IIIA, as many as 25 public

buildings and platforms were constructed, includ-
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Guirun

Terrace Area in Square Meters

Fig. 4.5. Histogram of terrace size at Guirun.

ing the major architectural complex that includes

the ball court (see Appendix 2.c). The only other

site in eastern Tlacolula that rivaled Guirun in ar-

eal size (estimated population) or architecture in

IIIA was El Palmillo.

Defensive features were first constructed at

Guirun during Monte Alban IIIA, coincident with

its rise as a major population center in eastern

Tlacolula. Many of the slopes below the ridgetops

where most of the terraces are located are very

steep and almost impassable. Additional defensive

features were not really necessary in these areas.

Rather, many of the walls constructed during IIIA

obstructed the paths of easier access to the ridge-

tops (Appendix 2.a). Other walls were incorpo-
rated into the major architectural complexes, such

as the one that included the ball court (Appendix
2.c). These walls may have been positioned as

much to limit or control access as for defensive

considerations.

Guirun increased in size during Monte Alban

IIIB/IV (Figure 4.11), expanding up the slope to-

ward Cerro Guirone to cover almost 80 ha. The
number of walls increased to more than 50, im-

plying a growing concern with defense coincident

with the imminent and eventual decline of Monte

Alban and the buildup of population in the Tla-

colula arm of the valley.

Most (325) of the residential terraces at Guirun

were occupied in Monte Alban IIIB/IV. The esti-

mated population for the site ranges between 1945

and 3890, and it became the dominant center in

the southeastern part of Tlacolula. Most of the

monumental public architecture constructed in

IIIA appears to have remained in use, while many
new low platforms were constructed at the higher
reaches of the site, which were newly settled at

this time. Based on surface studies alone, we can-

not discern the different uses or functions of these

low structures as compared to the more monu-

mental structures that were built earlier.

The area of the site increased further in Monte

Alban V, and the limits of the settlement expanded
to include the La Cuadrada stone quarry at the

north end of the ridge system (Figure 4. 1 2). Based

on earlier research (Robles 1994), we know that

the quarry was exploited during this period. As in

Monte Alban IIIB/IV, the Monte Alban V occu-

pation was concentrated in the more defensible

parts of the site, and new walls (increasing to over
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Fig. 4.6. East structure (Structure 13) of the four-mound plaza group at ("mi run.

60) were erected in areas only associated with

Monte Alban V pottery (Appendix 2.i).

The lower portions of Guinin, the area around

the ball court and the open cruciform tomb (ex-

cavated by Marshall Saville almost a century

ago), appear to have been less densely settled in

Monte Alban V (most of the surface pottery here

is earlier in date). Based on the architectural align-

ments, the carved stone tomb and an associated

curvilinear wall appear to have been added to an

architectural complex that was principally con-

structed and more heavily used during a prior era

(Appendix 2.d). These findings may help explain

why the artifacts associated with Saville's Guirun

collections (curated at the American Museum of

Natural History in New York) are mostly Monte
Alban IIIB/IV in date (rather than Monte Alban

V). Somewhat at odds with the pottery, the carved

cruciform stone tomb was constructed in a style

much more typical of Monte Alban V, and per-

haps it was never finished. Yet the apparent anom-

aly could be explained if the stone tomb was a

late addition to an earlier architectural complex.

much like the Postclassic reuse of Monte Alban 's

Tomb 7, which had been constructed in an earlier

era (Caso 1969).

Although the spatial extent of Guirun was larger

in Monte Alban V than in IIIB/IV, covering almost

120 ha (including La Cuadrada), fewer terraces were

occupied (only 278), so that the estimated popula-

tion decreased slightly to 1857-3800. Although Gui-

nin was the dominant site in eastern Tlacolula in

Monte Alban IIIB/IV, the settlement was eclipsed in

size (population) and the monumentally of its ar-

chitecture by Mitla in Monte Alban V By the end

of that period, the La Cuadrada quarry was supply-

ing giant stone blocks for the construction of the

civic-ceremonial buildings at Mitla.

Site Layout and Defensive Nature

The residents of Guirun placed complexes of plat-

forms or structures on virtually every natural ridg-

etop or flat saddle on the steep ridge system de-
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Fig. 4.7. Overgrown open cruciform tomb at Guirun.

scending the western face of Cerro Guirone (see

Figure 4.1). Groups of terraces were associated

with most of these complexes. Because of the na-

ture of the site's topography, many of these ter-

race clusters form discrete, separate units, unlike

the more compact settlement at the other two

sites, which makes comparisons among site seg-

ments a bit more straightforward at Guirun (see

Figure 4.13 for site sections).

The densest concentrations of terraces are in

section IB (El Paderon, Appendix 2.b), on one of

the lower slopes, and section III (El Zacatal, Ap-

pendix 2.f), on the ridgetop above the quarry, fol-

lowed by sections IIA (Appendix 2.c) and IIB

(Appendix 2.d). Three of these sections also have

the largest and most complex architecture at the

site, including the closed cruciform tomb and as-

sociated platform with adobe structures in section

IB (Figure 4.14), a ball court and adjacent four-

mound group with a two-room temple in section

IIA, and the open cruciform tomb with carved

stone grecas in section IIB (Figure 4.15). El Za-

catal (section III) lacks the grand architecture of

these other site sections; rather it is characterized

by a series of low platforms situated along flat

ridgetops.

Terraces were more dispersed in section IV (just

below Cerro Guirone, Appendices 2.g, 2.h). Al-

though this is the highest part of the site (up to 2320

m), many of the ridgetops are wider and flatter than

in other sectors of the site. Terraces here have been

more disturbed by modern agriculture and so are

more difficult to measure accurately.

From the Early Classic period on, the ancient

settlement of Guirun was defended. Yet the nature

of defensive features varied in different sections

of the site in accordance with topography and the

nature of the occupation. The most distinctive

characteristic of section IA is the presence of a

series of low walls that protected one of the eas-

iest routes into the site (Appendix 2.a). A section

of wall between walls 12 and 13 was especially

built up, possibly serving as a gate or sentry post

guarding an entryway. There were few residential

terraces in this section. We mapped a series of low

walls on another relatively easy route to the site,

a wide low ridge that descends to the north from

La Cuadrada (Appendix 2.i). These walls were

lower than those in section IA and were poorly

preserved. The absence of terraces in this area

(and the scarcity of ceramics on the surface) in-

dicates less intensive occupation (and perhaps a
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Fig. 4.8. Monte Albdn Late I occupation at Guirun.

reduced concern with defense) than elsewhere in

the settlement.

The most impressive walls are situated in sec-

tions IIA, associated with the architectural com-

plex containing the ball court (Appendix 2.c), and

MB, encircling the platform on which the open
cruciform tomb was placed (Appendix 2.d). Sec-

tion III (El Zacatal) was especially well defended

through a combination of steep, inaccessible cliffs

and a series of defensive walls (Appendix 2.0.

Several substantial and well-preserved walls in

this section (especially Walls 42 and 43) guarded
a complex of residential terraces and low plat-

forms situated along the top of El Zacatal, while

two long low walls (Walls 48 and 49) that are

poorly preserved today protected a series of ter-

races on a lower slope.

Economic Specialization at Guirun

There is extensive evidence of stone working—of

both chert and bedrock (ignimbrite)
—at Guirun

(sec also Robles 1994). Stone debris, especially

chert (see Table 3.3), was often more abundant on

the surface than were ceramic artifacts. Chert also

was the most prevalent stone material at the site,

accounting for 67% of stone materials on the sur-

face, followed by obsidian at 12%, ignimbrite at
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Table 4. 1 . Architectural Features at Guirun by Phase

Phase Terraces Structures Platforms Plazas Stairs Walls

Monte Alban Late I
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Fig. 4.14. Standing adobe walls above the enclosed cruciform tomb in the El Paderon section (IB) of Guirun.

raspadores and scrapers are most common (see

Table 4.3). Because so little of the chert at Guirun

comes from high-quality sources (only about

3.3%), most of the tools (90%) are made from

lower-quality chert. Comparing those tools with

the 10% made from high-quality cherts, we see

apparent differences in which varieties were cho-

sen to make which tools. For several tool cate-

gories, more than 10% of the implements on site

were struck from higher-quality chert, especially

bifaces, perforators, projectile points, and scrap-

ers. Yet only one raspador (out of 40, 2.5%) was
made from such sources. As we saw at the Mitla

Fortress, lower-quality materials were selected for

these coarser scraping tools, which may have been

used for processing plant materials where a sharp-

er edge was not required or preferred.

Although obsidian was abundant on the site,

working this exotic material does not appear to

have been a significant economic pursuit, espe-

cially compared to the fortress. Most of the ob-

sidian pieces recovered at Guirun are blades (304
out of 359 pieces, or about 85%) (Table 4.5). Al-

though we did find two cores (one black and one

gray), indicating that some blades may have been

made on site, most blades, even the gray and

black ones that dominate the assemblage, appear
to have arrived at the site in finished form. Only
10% of Guirun's obsidian was green, while 15%
was clear obsidian (rare at the other two sites);

these proportions by color are starkly different

than at the fortress where green obsidian predom-
inated. Thus it would appear that the inhabitants

of each site had their own web of exchange con-

nections.

Compared to chert, fewer pieces of ignimbrite

and greenstone (Table 4.6) were observed on the

surface at Guirun. Yet given the nature of these

materials, we believe they also were worked at

the site. Over 80% of the ignimbrite, and almost

90% of the greenstone, were in the form of

chunks, flakes, or other rough pieces that were

removed from outcrops; finished artifacts in these

materials were rarely recovered. Most of the scat-

ters of surface ignimbrite were recorded from the

vicinity of the La Cuadrada quarry at the north

edge of the site. At the same time, much of the

stone used in residential and public constructions
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Fig. 4.15. Carved grecas still visible in the open cruciform tomb at Guinin.

at the site was made from this same material. Sev-

eral varieties of low-quality greenstone in the area

also were used for construction stones, including

cut stone blocks that we recognized on site. Much
of the chert debris found on the site appears to be

related to working the stone from the local quar-

ries. Chert cobbles, hammerstones, and smaller

debris have been found in high quantities near the

cut stone blocks still in place at the quarry (Ro-

bles 1994). Working and cutting the natural stone

would have produced large amounts of chert de-

bris. At Guinin, more than 70% of the observed

chert is composed of cobbles, chunks, and un-

modified flakes, compared to only 21% at both

the fortress and El Palmillo.

In contrast to ample surface indications for

stone working, we recovered relatively few arti-

factual signs of ceramic production, only nine kiln

wasters (including two urn wasters), three mold

fragments, and one fired clay concretion. While

some ceramics were made at the site, production
was probably of low intensity, mostly for local

use rather than for longer-distance exchanges. The

only marine shells we observed at Guinin (one

formed bead and one bracelet fragment) were ob-

tained through exchange as already finished or-

naments.

Distribution of Economic Activities across the

Site

Similar to the other hilltop sites, many terraces

were occupied for more than one phase, and we
cannot make in-depth temporal comparisons of

how economic activities shifted over time. There

are, however, spatial patterns in stone materials

and tool and debris categories that indicate that

the residents of different site segments engaged in

distinct sets of activities and possibly, at times,

were part of somewhat different exchange

spheres.

For example, chert from local sources domi-

nated the chert assemblages of those terraces lo-

cated near their respective sources; the abundance

of most chert varieties dropped off with distance

from the source. Much of the local chert at Guinin
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Table 4.4. Local and Nonlocal Chert at Guirun

Type



Table 4.5. Obsidian Assemblage at Guiriin

Form Green Black Gray Clear Total

debris in the section likely resulted from using
chert implements to fashion greenstone into rect-

angular blocks that were incorporated into struc-

ture foundations.

Section IB (El Paderon) includes one of the ma-

jor complexes of public architecture at the site and

also was the most densely occupied site sector in

all phases. Thus without excavation it is hard to

say whether the abundance of stone reflects a lon-

ger or denser history of occupation in this section

of the site or a higher intensity of stone tool pro-

duction than found elsewhere.

The quantity and variety of chert in the other

site sections with monumental architecture, sec-

tion IIA (ball court) and IIB (carved stone tomb),

was more in line with what might be expected
relative to size and the number of terraces. Pro-

duction debris was abundant relative to the num-
ber of tools observed, so some stone working also

may have been carried out in these sections. Yet

there were proportionally fewer cores (see Figure

4.19), chunks, and unmodified flakes (see Figure

4.20) in section IIB and also more finished and

nearly finished tools (scrapers, raspadores, per-

Blade

Core



Table 4.7. Stone Materials in Each Site Section at Guinin

Type



Table 4.8. Selected Stone Artifacts in Each Site Section at Guirun



La Cuadrada La Cuadrada

# Site section

# Number of expedient chert tools in section

(%) Expedient tools as % of all chert tools in section

# Site section

# Number of formal chert tools in section

(%) Formal tools as % of all chert tools in section

Fig. 4.21. Expedient chert tools in each site section

at Guirun.

Fig. 4.22. Formal chert tools in each site section at

Guirun.

learned that the site expanded to engulf the La

Cuadrada stone quarry at the north edge of the

interconnected ridge during Monte Alban V. This

discovery bolsters the already clear association

with various kinds of stone working that we see

at Guirun. It also is in concert with the ridgetop

presence of the magnificent carved stone tomb

that was erected late in the site's occupational his-

tory and has long been a bit of an interpretive

puzzle for archaeologists (Saville 1900, 1909).

The quarrying of the natural bedrock from the

La Cuadrada source and the fashioning of tools

from local chert sources were principal economic

activities at Guirun. Stone from the quarry was

cut into large blocks to be used for constructions

not only at Guirun but probably for many of the

public buildings in Mitla (see Robles 1994).

Chert from local sources dominated the stone

assemblage. Yet a wide variety of chert from oth-

er, more distant sources also was recorded at Gui-

run. Some of these off-site sources are situated

east of Guirun, while other cherts appear to have

come from eastern Tlacolula, possibly from the

Mitla Fortress and El Palmillo. Although stone

tools from local cherts were made at the site. La

Guinin's inhabitants appear to have obtained non-

local chert, much of it as already finished tools

(or prepared cores), through exchange, along with

obsidian and marine shell.
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El Palmillo

Fig. 5.1. The western slope of El Palmillo's northern ridge.

El
Palmillo is situated between 1760 and 2010
m on the top and slopes of a steep, high

piedmont ridge in the terrain of Santiago Matatlan

at the southeastern edge of the Tlacolula Valley

(Figure 5.1). Like the Mitla Fortress, the site is

positioned mostly on one rocky ridge that is dif-

ficult to scale from most directions. This landform

connects to one of the many ridges that descend

from Nueve Puntas.

The top of the rocky ridge is separated into two

parts by a low saddle (Figure 5.2). Bedrock out-

crops over much of the larger, northern hill, which
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Fig. 5.3. The steep, rocky cliff on the eastern side of El Palmillo, viewed from the northeast.

also is the highest part of the site. Most of the

site's public architecture was built on this ridge-

top, often incorporating the natural bedrock. On
the north and east the bedrock forms steep, almost

vertical cliffs that are extremely difficult to scale

(Figure 5.3). In a few areas along this eastern

face, the rock outcrops appear scarred or quarried.

If such activities occurred, they not only provided
a source of construction stone but also made as-

cent and descent along this face more rugged. The
western slope of the hill is less steep and provides
the easiest access. Most of the terraces at the site

were constructed on this slope, many of which

were carved out of and around exposed bedrock.

At the bottom of this western slope is a low,

rounded, flat-topped piedmont spur, with many
fewer terraces, that descends to the west (Figure

5.4).

The smaller, southern ridgetop is flatter and has

fewer bedrock outcrops (Figure 5.5). Access to

this part of the site, which has fewer large public-

buildings and terraces than the northern ridge, is

difficult because of deep gullies and very steep,

vegetated slopes. This part of the site is reached

by first passing through the saddle to the north or

by coming down the ridge line from Nueve Puntas

to the south.

There are a variety of chert sources dispersed

across the site; many of these deposits are laced

in small veins that crisscross the exposed bedrock.

Other sources are found near the base of the hill.

Most of the chert sources at El Palmillo are not

of high quality. The most common variety found

on site is a very low-quality yellow-white. Anoth-

er is dull red chert, found in small veins on the

main, western slope of the hill. The latter is of

variable (but mostly low) quality (Figure 5.6).

Although there are several small streams at the

foot of the hill, the most reliable water at El Pal-

millo comes from two natural year-round springs

located at the base of the hill, one to the north,

the other to the southeast. Several small springs

in bedrock outcroppings on the hill dry up during

the height of the dry season but provide small

amounts of water during the rest of the year.

Most of the site is covered in dense xerophytic

vegetation, including huizache and una de gato

(Acacia spp.), mala mujer {Cnidoscolus urens),
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Fig. 5.4. The low piedmont spur at the western base of El Palmillo.

nopal (Opuntia pilifera), garambullo (Myrtillo-

cactus schenckii), several varieties of maguey
(Agave spp.), and many large stands of palmillo

(Yucca periculosa). Although some of the larger

terraces on the site were cleared and farmed more

than 30 years ago, very few terraces are farmed

today. The most recent farming activities at the

site are on lower slopes of the hill, where one

farmer has planted a cultivated variety of maguey
(Agave angustifolia). Today the most common use

of the site is for grazing small herds of goats and

cattle, although people often visit the hill to col-

lect firewood, flowers (especially flor de mayo,
Plumeria rubra), and cactus fruits. Some hunting
occurs on the hill and the nearby forested slopes
of Nueve Puntas.

General Survey Findings

We mapped 1453 artificial terraces at the site dur-

ing the intensive survey (see Figure 5.2 and Ap-
pendix 6.a), more than twice as many as were

recorded as part of the regional survey. The re-

gional survey crew mapped most of the larger,

more visible terraces on the main western face of

the slope. Where we added the most terraces to

the map were in less accessible areas on other

steep slopes, the backside of the hill, and the low

spur at the base of the hill, where recent erosion

has been more of a problem.
Domestic features and household trash

(chipped stone, pottery sherds) are visible on most

of the terraces, including stone foundations of

rooms (Figure 5.7) and small domestic tombs,

scattered building stones, pottery, and stone tools

and production debris (Figures 5.8, 5.9). The ma-

jority of terraces at El Palmillo were well pre-

served, and we mapped many entryways and

stairways that connect strings of terraces with fea-

tures above and below them. Terraces on the low

spur at the base of the main hill, however, where

there is less covering vegetation, were more erod-

ed and not in good condition. Yet domestic debris

and fragments of stone foundations were still vis-

ible, running all the way down the slope to a mod-

ern reservoir at the base of the hill.
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Fie;. 5.5. The southern ridgetop of El Palmillo. viewed from highest point of the site to the north.

As at the Mitla Fortress, many of the terraces

(average 44 m :
) were smaller than the more dis-

persed terraces at Guinin (average 106 m :
). Over

90% of the El Palmillo terraces are smaller than

100 m :
(Figure 5.10). Only 13 were larger than

200 m :
. the average for terrace sites mapped in

the valley during the regional surveys. Terraces

on the flatter parts of the ridge and the descending
western slopes typically are larger; the smallest

terraces were constructed in areas of exposed bed-

rock, either by building up small pockets of flat

land or by excavating a small flat surface directly

on top of the bedrock.

Given the small size of so many terraces at El

Palmillo. we have not assumed that one terrace

always represents a single household. Some resi-

dential complexes at El Palmillo may have oc-

cupied several small adjacent terraces, possibly

carrying out different household functions on

each one. We have received preliminary support
for this hypothesis through subsequent excava-

tions on several terraces at El Palmillo (Feinman
et al. 2001. 2002).

In addition to the terraces, we mapped 72 struc-

tures (Appendix 6.b), 43 platforms (Appendix

6.c), eight plazas (Appendix 6.d), and eight small

isolated house or room foundations. The most

monumental buildings were part of the site's pub-
lic core on top of the northern ridge. Large, lower

platforms were placed on the southern ridge,

while small platforms and structures were scat-

tered among terraces across the rest of the site.

Although most of the plazas are associated with

public architecture on the ridgetops, the largest

plaza at the site (Plaza H) is situated on the low

spur at the base of the hill (Appendix 3.b)..

There were no walls at El Palmillo as tall as

the two large defensive walls at the top of the

Mitla Fortress, yet El Palmillo was as defensible.

We mapped 177 walls and wall segments at El

Palmillo (Appendix 6.e). many of which are as-

sociated with (often extending) strings of terraces

that share high stone retaining walls. A series of

ancient roads, including 21 stairways (Appendix

6.0, passed into and through parts of the site,

most ascending the more gradual western slope.
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Fig. 5.6. Vein of rose-red chert at El Palmillo.

Occupational History

El Palmillo was initially settled during Monte Al-

ban Late I, when there was a significant but dis-

persed settlement at the higher reaches of the site,

especially on the saddle and the top of the south-

ern ridge (Figure 5.11). We recorded Late I ce-

ramics on 43 terraces and several structures and

platforms, with a total occupation area of about

3.9 ha (Tables 5.1, 5.2). With an average size of

97.8 m 2
, these terraces tend to be some of the

larger ones at the site. Based on the number of

occupied terraces, El Palmillo's population would
have been between 225 and 450 people, greater
than both the Mitla Fortress and Guirun.

The settlement grew to 8.4 ha in Monte Alban

II. The period II occupation shifted, and the south-

ern apex and saddle areas were largely abandoned
as new settlement was established on the northern

ridgetop and lower slopes (Figure 5.12). Terraces

were still largely dispersed and larger (mean 60.9

m 2
) than later ones. We found period II ceramics

on 56 terraces and estimate the population at that

time between 285 and 570 people. El Palmillo

continued to be more populated than either the

fortress or Guirun. The community apparently

was a small center or regional head town in both

Monte Alban Late I and II.

Based on five seasons of excavation conducted

at El Palmillo subsequent to the intensive site sur-

vey (Feinman et al. 2002, 2003), we have found

that the great majority of Monte Alban II diag-

nostic pottery recovered in situ pertain to the end

of that phase (c. a.d. 200-250) or possibly even

to early Monte Alban IIIA (c. a.d 250-300). Of

course, our excavated sample was derived from

only a handful of terraces, so at this point we do

not see a clear rationale for modifying the above

assessments. Yet it would appear that much of the

Monte Alban II occupation at El Palmillo pertains

to late Monte Alban II or early Monte Alban IIIA,

a time that once was referred to as Transition II-

IIIA (Caso et al. 1967).

Given the wide dispersal of IIIA ceramics

across the site, El Palmillo grew rapidly after

Monte Alban II. Most of the mapped terraces and

habitable areas at the site were occupied, covering

almost 1 km2
(Figure 5.13). In our subsequent
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Fig. 5.7. Stone retaining wall and small stone house foundation on Terrace 663 at El Palmillo.

fieldwork at the site, we have found that the lon-

gest occupations on the excavated terraces pertain

to Monte Alban IIIA (Feinman et al. 2002).

Many of the newly constructed and inhabited

terraces were small (average size of terraces with

IIIA occupation was 44.1 m 2
). They often were

crowded in between terraces that had been con-

structed initially in Monte Alban Late I or II or

were constructed as part of new strings of terraces

sharing high retaining walls. Based on the number
of terraces over 30 m: in size (825, or 56% of all

terraces at the site), the population of El Palmillo

could have been as large as 4130-8260 people.

The population estimates based on terraces

mapped during the regional survey were between

3010 and 6020. Both sets of estimates are higher
than figures of 2253-4505 people that are ob-

tained by using density figures of 25-50 people

per hectare of occupied area.

That the latter figures yield lower estimates is

not surprising, since El Palmillo clearly was a

very compact and densely settled town. Based on

our personal experiences in mapping terrace sites

in Oaxaca, El Palmillo is without doubt one of the

most compact large communities in the region.

Even if a conservative demographic estimate of

5000 people is employed. El Palmillo would have

been the largest center in eastern Tlacolula during

the Early Classic. Given similar patterns of

growth at the fortress and Guinin. IIIA was a time

of intense settlement expansion and population

growth in this sector of the Valley of Oaxaca. At

El Palmillo it is conceivable that this growth be-

gan very late in Monte Alban II.

El Palmillo continued as a si/able community
in Monte Alban IIIB/IV and V. although it was

smaller than it had been earlier. The extent of the

site decreased to around 33 ha (Figure 5.14). The

IIIB/IV occupation at El Palmillo was largely fo-

cused on the highest parts of the site. This de-

crease in site area with a focus on the higher

reaches of the site is similar to the demographic
and spatial shifts observed at the Mitla Fortress,

but not at Guirun. where both site area and pop-

ulation increased between Monte Alban IIIA and

IIIB/IV.

The spatial extent of El Palmillo was consid-

erably smaller in Monte IIIB/IV than in IIIA, yet
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Fig. 5.8. Remnant of stone foundation on Terrace 950 at El Palmillo.

the community may have been even more densely

settled then than it had been earlier. The IIIB/IV

occupation was centered on the areas of the site

with the densest concentrations of terraces. Al-

though there are fewer clear ceramic diagnostics

for IIIB/IV than for many other phases, as many
as 85% of the terraces (over 1200) had Classic/

Early Postclassic period pottery.

In subsequent excavations at El Palmillo, in

several different areas on the hill, we have found

early IIIB/IV pottery in the uppermost levels of

all the terraces that we have excavated (Feinman
et al. 2002, 2003). Based on the number of ter-

races (larger than 30 m2
) with possible IIIB/IV

occupation, as many as 3485-6970 people may
still have resided at El Palmillo, at least at the

beginning of this era.

The Monte Alban V occupation was consider-

ably smaller, around 16 ha, and more dispersed
like the pre-Monte Alban occupations (Figure
5. 15). While some settlement continued on the top
of the hill, the V occupation focused on the lower

slopes of the site, both on the main western face

and the low spur at the base of the hill. We re-

corded period V ceramics on less than 15% of the

terraces. These terraces tend to be larger (average

55.1 m2
) than the Classic period terraces. The site

may have had as many as 975-1950 people at this

time. During excavations (Feinman et al. 2002,

2003), we have found Monte Alban V pottery

fragments in the uppermost disturbed fill, but no

habitation remains.

Site Layout and Defensive Nature

El Palmillo, like the Mitla Fortress, was a com-

pact settlement, with most of the site's public ar-

chitecture constructed along the top of one long

piedmont ridge. Yet the amount and character of

monumental architecture varies considerably be-

tween the two sections of this ridge crest. The

civic-ceremonial core of the site was placed on

the higher, northern ridgetop. There the site's in-

habitants took advantage of a high rock outcrop

to construct a large platform and the tallest archi-

tectural feature at the site (Figure 5.16). Access
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Fig. 5.9. Small firebox and domestic trash on Terrace 932 at El Palmillo.

into this complex, which towered over other pub-
lic buildings on the ridge, was restricted. Just be-

low it, to the north, is a series of smaller public

constructions, including a large three-mound

group around a partially enclosed plaza (Appen-
dix 3.0.

The architectural groupings on the lower, south-

ern rise consist of a series of large low platforms
associated with several large plazas (Appendix
3.1). Access to this part of the site was much less

restricted than to the higher precinct to the north.

Many other small structures and platforms are dis-

persed across the residential areas of the site.

much like what Blanton (1978) reported for Mon-
te Alban. However, whether one compares the

civic architecture just at the top of the hills or

includes all the structures below, the scale of pub-
lic architecture at El Palmillo was orders of mag-
nitude less than at Monte Alban.

The most densely settled part of El Palmillo is

the west face of the northern ridge, where row

upon row of terraces are crammed on the slope

(Appendix 3.e). Some of these rows or strings

contain as many as ten or more contiguous ter-

races that share a high stone retaining wall, with

such lines of contiguous terraces stacked one

above the other. Smaller discrete groups of terrac-

es are found on lower ridges that descend the

main ridge to the northeast (Appendix 3.g) and

southwest (Appendix 3.h). Several long strings of

terraces sharing stone retaining walls also are sit-

uated on the low spur below the western face (Ap-

pendix 3.b), where they largely encircle the top

of the spur and several low stone platforms and

also a large open space (Plaza H) with several

small structures at one end (Figure 5.17). Few ter-

races descend the slopes of the southern ridgetop.

which was less heavily settled throughout the oc-

cupation of the site (Appendices 3.i. 3.k).

Because of its highly defensible location, the

defensive character of El Palmillo was evident

during the 1980 regional survey, even though no

defensive walls were mapped. With the more in-

tensive surface study we documented that the con-

cern of the site's residents with defense went be-

yond the selection of a defensible location for

their settlement. El Palmillo was extremely well

defended: the most gradual routes into the site fre-
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Table 5.1. Architectural Features at El Palmillo by Phase

Phase Terraces Structures Platforms Plazas Stairs Walls

Monte Alban Late I
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Fig. 5.16. Rocky outcrop at the top of El Palmillo. where the most monumental puhlic huildings at the site were

erected.

quality cherts (the local conglomerate and white

Varieties and both local and nonlocal translucent

cherts) are a small proportion of all chert on the

site (less than a third), these materials were more

often selected for projectile points (72%, 26 out

of 36) and perforators (56%. 18 out of 32). Scrap-
ers tended to be made from a range of materials

M N.iriable quality. About a third (73 of 219) were

made from the two most abundant cherts on site

(both of low quality) while another third (77) was

made from higher-quality materials. In contrast, a

greater proportion of raspadores were fashioned

from the same two poorer-quality cherts (37 of 67,

55% of all raspadores), and many fewer (5. only

7%) were made from the higher-quality varieties.

Many of the El Palmillo scrapers and raspa-
dores are intensively worn or polished. The ras-

padores, with their duller edges, were most likely

used in processing xerophytic plants on the site

for fiber, especially maguey (Hester and Heizer

1972; Parsons and Parsons 1990). In subsequent
excavations at the site, we have recovered a range
of bone tools (including battens and needles) as

well as spindle whorls that also were used in pro-

cessing plant fiber into thread and cloth, as well

as ovens for roasting maguey (Feinman et al.

2002).

Maguey also may have been processed for al-

cohol (pulque) using the scrapers that are too

sharp for removing fibers from the plant's leaves

(Alvarez Palma et al. 1998:25-26; see also Bru-

man 2000:68-69) and the many metates, manos.

and other grinding implements we noted on site

(Table 5.4, Figure 5.21 ). Some of the metates had

rounded holes cut into their bases (possibly for

processing or grinding liquid from cooked ma-

guey for the preparation of a beverage (Parsons

and Parsons 1990:283-284)) (Figure 5.22).

On some terraces we noted red and gray bed-

rock chipping debris that may reflect low-intensity

ground stone tool production. Large outcrops of

the natural reddish bedrock with cut rock faces

(bancos de piedra) were noted in at least four dif-

ferent places on the site (Figure 5.23). Although
much of this stone was quarried for terrace, plat-

form, and defensive walls on the site, smaller
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Fig. 5.17. Top of the low piedmont spur at the western edge of El Palmillo, viewed from terraces near the base

of the main hill.

blocks and objects made from this distinctive

blood-red stone also likely were traded elsewhere

as raw material for construction blocks or ground
stone tools.

Obsidian, especially blades, were frequently re-

corded on the terraces. With no known obsidian

sources in Oaxaca, the obsidian had to have been

obtained through exchange connections, along
with the ten marine shell fragments that we noted.

These exotic materials may have been received in

exchange for other goods produced on site. Based

on high numbers of obsidian flakes, mostly gray,

that were found on several terraces at El Palmillo

during the regional survey (no cores were noted),

two Classic period obsidian work areas were pro-

posed for the site (Kowalewski et al. 1989:225,

947-956). During the intensive survey we ob-

served many fewer obsidian flakes than blades,

and only four gray cores (Table 5.5). Although

gray obsidian blades may have been produced at

the site, the green (possibly from the Mitla For-

tress) and black blades were obtained through ex-

change. It would appear that obsidian working

was a much less important activity at El Palmillo

than at the fortress.

In accord with the 1980 regional survey find-

ings, ceramic production was clearly undertaken

at El Palmillo during the Classic and Postclassic

periods. We recorded 1 1 mold fragments for the

fabrication of urns (at least five or six of which

are for Classic period urns) and other ceramic

pieces. We also found 64 kiln wasters (including

three pieces from urns and 13 from figurines) and

various overtired and unevenly fired sherds. These

surface indicators for ceramic manufacturing are

much greater than any of the surface clues that

we encountered at the Ejutla site, where we later

found subsurface confirmation of ceramic manu-

facturing for exchange (Balkansky et al. 1997;

Feinman and Nicholas 1995a, 2000). Black clay

suitable for pottery manufacture was available in

several locations on site as well as less than a

kilometer away under contemporary Matatlan. In

surveying El Palmillo, we also came across sev-

eral patches where the soil was evidently burnt a

long time ago. Based on what we know about the
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Fig. 5.18. Chert raspadores from El Palmillo. Left

to right: ridgetop between Terrace 2 and Structure 1, and

Plaza B.

site, such burnt areas may have been associated

either with the roasting of maguey or the firing of

pottery.

Distribution of Economic Activities across the

Site

Based on natural topographic divisions and the

spatial arrangement of terraces and other features

across the site, we divided the site into 12 sectors

(Figure 5.24) that can be used to examine the dis-

tribution and variation in economic activities

across the site. In spite of the compact nature of

the site, many of these sections are discrete and

separated by topographic features, such as gullies

or rock outcrops. The El Palmillo sectors include

civic-ceremonial areas on the ridgetops (sections

6, 10, and 12) and groupings of terraces on some

of the smaller, lower ridges that could be consid-

ered small barrios (2, 3, 7, 8, and 9). The least

clearly delineated site segments (sections 4 and 5)

are on the main face of the hill, where terraces

are densely packed.
In examining the distribution of stone materials

across these site subdivisions, we have found that

distinct sets of craft activities likely were carried

out in different parts of the site. For example, we

Fig. 5.19. Chert scrapers from El Palmillo. Top left to bottom right: Plaza B, Terrace 226. Terrace 5, Terrace 86,

Terrace 160. and Terrace 127.
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Fig. 5.20. Scrapers of high-quality chert from El Palmillo. Top left to bottom right: Terrace 47. Terrace 1003,

Terrace 37. Terrace 1209. Terrace 64, and Terrace 1373.

recovered more evidence of chert production

(19% of all cores, flakes, and chunks at the site)

in section 12 (the southern apex of the site) than

would have been expected based on the number
of collections taken in that sector ( 1 3% of all col-

lections) (Figure 5.25, Table 5.6). This area likely

MM a place where the first stages of chert reduc-

tion and working were carried out. Although there

is less evidence for the working of other stone

nunci ids at El Palmillo than at Guirun, almost

half of the greenstone (nonornamental), including
all Dt the greenstone chips we observed, are in

section 12 (Figure 5.26). Ground stone fragments
also are abundant here (Figure 5.27); thus, it

seems likely that these local stone materials were

Worked into tools or other objects in that part of

the site. In contrast, there is no evidence of ob-

sidian working in section 12, insofar as only
blades were noted in our collections there (see

Tabic 5.6).

The tool assemblage in this upper section of EI

Palmillo consisted of more formal stone tools than

any other part of the site, including the highest

quantities of ground stone metates (over one-third

of the metates at the site, see Table 5.6) and chert

raspadores, scrapers, and perforators (Figure

5.28). Given the weight of metates and the abun-

dance of ground stone fragments, they likely were

made here.

Other site sectors with good evidence of chert

tool reduction include section 2, the low spur at

the base of the main hill (especially cores and

point preforms) and section 4 (flakes, chunks,

cores, and point preforms) and section 5 (flakes,

chunks, and cores) on the main face of the hill

(see Figure 5.25). Given the low proportion of

finished formal tools in the chert assemblage in

section 2, the low spur with the large open "pla-

za" that we think may have been a market area,

and in section 4 (see Table 5.6), adjacent to the

low spur, some households in these parts of the

site may have produced chert tools for exchange.
The formal tool assemblages, however, vary

between these three adjacent site sections (Table

5.7). Grinding implements are present in section

2, but are especially abundant in sections 4 and

5. Although scrapers are well represented in sec-

tions 4 and 5, hammerstones, mazos (small.
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Fig. 5.21. Metate fragments on Platform 5 at El Palmillo.

rounded, hand-sized hammerstones), abraders,

and especially raspadores are more prevalent in

section 5. In fact, there are few large humpback
scrapers {raspadores) in section 4, and these im-

plements are noticeably lacking in section 2. Thus

it appears that in addition to making chert tools,

households in section 5 also processed maguey
for fiber as well as sustenance, while residents of

sections 2 and 4 (where raspadores were rarer)

may have focused more on the food value of ma-

guey.
Some households in section 4 also worked local

Table 5.4. Other Stone Materials at El Palmillo



Table 5.5. Obsidian Assemblage al EI Palmillo

Fig. 5.22. Metates with holes in base on Platform 1 1

at El Palmillo.

bedrock and especially greenstone, as flakes and

debris from these materials are more abundant

here than almost anywhere elsewhere on site (see

Figure 5.26). Imported gray obsidian also may
have been worked into blades in this section. Al-

though far from the public core of the site at top

of the hill, almost a third of all obsidian on site

is in section 4 (93 of 285 pieces). Black obsidian
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» Site section

# Chert reduction debris (not incuding utilized

s) m section

Fig. 5.25. Chert reduction debris in each site section

at El Palmillo.

' Site section

# Pieces of greenstone in section

Fig. 5.26. Low-quality greenstone in each site sec-

tion at El Palmillo.

face of the hill (sections 4 and 5) and the low spur
at its base (section 2), ceramic manufacture may
have been a more important economic speciali-

zation (Figure 5.30). Compared to the total num-

ber of ceramic artifacts in each section, produc-
tion may have been a more significant activity for

some households in sections 2, 4, and 5 than else-

where on site. On one terrace in section 4, more

than 50 Early Postclassic sahumador fragments
were visible on the surface (some of which were

burnt). This highly unusual concentration likely

suggests a production context rather than use

alone. Overall in section 4 we found 3 mold frag-

ments, 2 clay coils, 3 figurine wasters, 1 urn wast-

Table 5.6. Selected Stone Artifacts in Each Site Section at El Palmillo



Table 5.7. Selected Stone Tools and Production De-
bris in Sections 2, 4, and 5 at El Palmillo

* Site section

# Pieces of ground stone in section

Fig. 5.27. Ground stone in each site section at El

Palmillo.

er, and 1 1 utilitarian bowl and jar wasters, in ad-

dition to the sahumador fragments.

In sum, a variety of economic activities were

carried out in many parts of El Palmillo, with

households in different site sectors often focusing

on a slightly different suite of activities or prod-

ucts than their neighbors. In some site sectors,

these products may have been made only for local

consumption. Yet in several areas, especially sec-

tion 2 (the low spur with the possible market-

place) and section 4 (the dense residential area at

the base of the main hill and adjacent to section

2), production appears to have been geared, at

least in part, for exchange. Households in both

areas worked chert and produced ceramics. They
also more likely focused on maguey for its food

value instead of for fiber. In section 2, an oval
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Terrace Site Comparisons

The
Mitla Fortress, Guinin, and El Palmillo are

three of the largest hilltop terrace sites in the

eastern Tlacolula arm of the Valley of Oaxaca.

Based on our findings, in conjunction with what

was known previously, we suspect that they were

large, dense communities. Each site had some ad-

ministrative functions; each occupies a key defen-

sive location, often augmented with walls; and

each has ample indicators of craft production of

some kind.

Yet the three sites are different in many re-

spects. The specific occupational histories of each

site, their spatial layouts and nonresidential archi-

tectural features, the range of economic speciali-

zations, and their defensive character all vary in

distinct ways. In this chapter we endeavor to un-

derstand terrace sites in the Valley of Oaxaca bet-

ter by highlighting some of these similarities and

differences. When appropriate we include com-

parisons with Monte Alban and Jalieza, the two

other hilltop sites in the valley that have been in-

vestigated more intensively, at least in part, using

similar intensive survey methods. Although ob-

servations on economic activities at Monte Alban

and Jalieza are not directly comparable to what

we present for the three Tlacolula sites, compar-
isons are still possible and potentially informative

along many avenues. The two largest hilltop sites

in the valley, Monte Alban and Jalieza, share

broad characteristics with the three hilltop sites

that were the focus of our study, while also vary-

ing from them in significant respects.

Terrace Site Occupation

With artificially flattened residential terraces cov-

ering their slopes and ridgetops, the three hilltop

sites in Tlacolula were densely populated com-

munities of long duration. In this regard they were

functionally similar to Monte Alban and Jalieza.

Yet none of these sites had the same occupational

history. The three Tlacolula sites were initially

settled during Monte Alban Late I (3(X)-150 B.C.),

when small settlements were situated on upper
sectors of each site. The occupied area of all three

sites more than doubled during Monte Alban II

(150 b.c.-a.d. 200), when dispersed settlements

spread down the slopes. The early communities at

El Palmillo and the Mitla Fortress, with several

hundred people each, were two of the largest set-

tlements in eastern Tlacolula at that time, and both

sites may have been regional head towns. The set-

tlement at Guinin was considerably smaller.

This basic pattern of growth was shared with

Jalieza, which had small occupations in Monte

Alban Late I and II (Finsten 1995:9). Monte Al-

ban, in contrast, was settled earlier, in Monte Al-

ban Early I (500-300 B.C.). A few other, much
smaller hilltop sites have been found to date to

Early or Late I (Feinman and Nicholas 1996; Ko-

walewski et al. 1989:105, 124, 931-936, 942,

966-967, 982). Yet Monte Albdn, founded as the

regional capital, was unique in its size and mon-

umentality for the valley at that time. By far the

largest site in the valley during Early I, Monte

Alban covered an area of over 300 ha and had a

resident population of more than 5000 people
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(Blanton 1978:35; Blanton et al. 1982:41). By
Monte Alban Late I, it had grown to more than

17,000 people (Blanton 1978:44; Blanton et al.

1982:61).

Settlement at many hilltop sites in the valley

expanded greatly during Monte Alban IIIA (a.d.

200-500). Population growth at the Mitla For-

tress, El Palmillo, and Guirun was part of a large

buildup of population in the Tlacolula arm of the

valley, especially in hilltop terrace sites at the val-

ley's physiographic edge (Feinman and Nicholas

1990; Kowalewski et al. 1989). Growth at these

settlements appears to have occurred rapidly, in

part due to in-migration from areas east of the

valley, possibly as a result of attempts by the

Monte Alban polity to consolidate its eastern lim-

its or the polity's inability to control or pacify ar-

eas outside the physiographic region (Feinman
and Nicholas 1996). In the Early Classic period,

all three settlements became dominant centers in

eastern Tlacolula. The largest was El Palmillo,

with more than 5000 people. Although Guirun

surpassed the Mitla Fortress both in areal extent

and population, both were only about half as large

as El Palmillo.

At this time, growth was even greater at Jalieza,

which became the second-ranking center in the

valley, with an estimated population of 13,000

(Finsten 1995:3; Kowalewski et al. 1989:227). In

contrast, there was no comparable expansion at

the regional capital. Monte Alban's population
stabilized around 15,000, although it continued as

the region's principal political center (Blanton

1978:58; Kowalewski et al. 1989:184).

This widespread pattern of growth changed

during the Late Classic/Early Postclassic (a.d.

500-900). In eastern Tlacolula, settlement in-

creased in the Mitla area (Kowalewski et al. 1989:

map 7) and at Guirun, while settlement declined

at both El Palmillo and on the rocky promontory
of the Mitla Fortress. The settlements at the latter

two sites were more concentrated (within smaller

areas of each site) on upper slopes where there

are dense clusters of terraces, so that the com-
munities may have been more densely settled than

earlier even though their total populations were

smaller. In contrast, the larger settlement at Gui-

run continued to be more dispersed.

Although Monte Alban's population reached its

peak in the Late Classic (approximately 24,000),
it collapsed as the regional political center and

declined to an estimated population of only about

4000 in the Early Postclassic (Blanton 1978:58;

Blanton et al. 1982:126; Kowalewski et al. 1989:

260, 287). At that time Jalieza reached its peak

(16,000 people) and surpassed Monte Alban as

the largest center in the valley (Finsten 1995:3;

Kowalewski et al. 1989:287).

Monte Alban itself remained a second-ranking
center in Monte Alban V (the Late Postclassic,

a.d. 900-1520), with only 2774-5549 people liv-

ing primarily on lower slopes (Blanton 1978:101).

Yet when combined with the large adjacent pop-
ulation at its base, Cuilapan, this community was

one of the largest and most important in the re-

gion (Blanton et al. 1982:121; Flannery 1983b;

Kowalewski 1983). Jalieza, with less than 7000

people in Monte Alban V, was no longer as large

as it had been in the Early Postclassic (Blanton et

al. 1982:126; Kowalewski et al. 1989:320). Many
of the region's largest settlements at the end of

the prehispanic era were in Tlacolula (Kowalews-
ki et al. 1989:317-322). The settlement at Guirun

continued to expand and by this time was consid-

erably larger than El Palmillo, which continued to

lose population. The settled area on the Mitla For-

tress expanded to cover almost all of the land-

form. By this time the fortress was clearly part of

the larger Mitla site, the major center in eastern

Tlacolula and, with more than 10,000 people, the

third largest in the valley.

These patterns of growth and decline are at

least partly affected by larger regional and mac-

roregional trends across Mesoamerica. Yet we

may look to more local factors for possible ex-

planations for why El Palmillo declined when so

many other centers in eastern Tlacolula were ex-

panding. For example, the residents of El Palmillo

depended on xerophytic plants to a greater degree
than the inhabitants of the other two sites. This

reliance would have involved greater dependence
on regional exchange to obtain maize, among oth-

er goods. The population at El Palmillo may have

been more affected by changes, breakdowns, and

realignments in regional exchange networks at the

end of Classic period. Although there were mar-

ketplaces in the valley in Monte Alban V (Appel

1982), the nature of these exchange venues may
have changed and put more stress on El Palmillo.

Layout and Organization

In spite of general similarities in the environmen-

tal settings of the Mitla Fortress, Guirun, and El

Palmillo, the maps from the intensive surveys

provide more detailed plans of these hilltop set-
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tlements and illustrate how complicated and in-

ternally variable they are. Guirun, like Jalie/a in

the southern arm of the valley (Finsten 1983:45-

46), is spread over a series of high piedmont ridg-

es that descend from higher mountains. Public ar-

chitecture at Guirun is situated on almost every

flat ridgetop, with groups of terraces descending

the slopes below. There is no one public area

where all the monumental architecture is concen-

trated. These complexes of structures and terraces

formed fairly discrete units that were widely dis-

tributed across the site, a pattern of barrio-like

organization similar to what Blanton (1978) has

described for Monte Alban.

Guirun also is most similar to Jalie/a in terms

of the density of terraces at the site. Most of the

terraces at Guirun are dispersed or occur in small

clusters; only on one slope are there several short

strings of terraces that share a common retaining

wall. Although smaller than the average size of

terraces at most hilltop sites in Oaxaca. the dis-

persed terraces at Guirun tend to be larger than

those at El Palmillo or the Mitla Fortress. Terraces

at Guirun, however, still are much smaller than

those at Jalieza or Monte Alban (see Table 2.5).

Like Monte Alban, the Mitla Fortress and El

Palmillo are situated on more freestanding ridges

or hills and have more compact arrangements of

terraces, although terraces at Monte Alban are

much larger. The occupation of the fortress was

situated on one highly defended hill, with the

most monumental architecture constructed on the

summit. Most of the terraces, some of which are

part of strings of terraces sharing high stone re-

taining walls, are situated on the top and slopes

of a long, low ridge that descends from the apex.

At the fortress, these strings of terraces cease half

way down the east slope. Other terraces on steep-

er slopes are more widely dispersed.

El Palmillo was the most compact hilltop set-

tlement of all five sites in this sample, with row

upon row of small terraces crammed in on the

main, western face of a high rocky piedmont

ridge. Near the base of the hill, long strings of as

many as 10 terraces shared high stone retaining

walls. Smaller groups of terraces, also sharing re-

taining walls, were constructed on several smaller

ridges that descend the main ridgetop. Similar to

the Mitla Fortress, monumental architectural con-

structions were concentrated in the civic-ceremo-

nial core of the site on the highest part of the

ridge.

Although it is more difficult to define barrios

in the compact residential arrangements on the

Mitla Fortress and El Palmillo. topographic divi-

sions and strings of terraces with high retaining

walls set off groups of terraces at both sites.

Spread out among the residential terraces at both

sites are small structures and platforms. These low

platforms and mounds may have served certain

civic or ceremonial functions for the surrounding

neighborhoods or barrios at the sites.

Thus, in site layout, the Mitla Fortress is more

similar to El Palmillo than to Guirun. Monumen-
tal architecture at the former two communities is

more concentrated in one civic-ceremonial core at

the highest point of each site. At Guirun large

public buildings are more dispersed across the set-

tlement, likely associated with different residen-

tial segments. The far-flung neighborhoods at

Guirun, some with their own core of monumental

architecture, may have had more autonomy than

the compact residential segments at the other two

sites.

The more dispersed structure of Guirun, like

Jalieza, also may reflect the establishment of sep-

arate parts of the site at different times in the past.

This is a pattern that was noted at Jalieza where

settlement shifted dramatically over time along

one connected ridge system (Finsten 1995; Ko-

walewski et al. 1989). The more compact plans

and integrated network of roads, walls, and ter-

races at the Mitla Fortress and El Palmillo likely

developed during a rapid episode of growth and

construction that occurred early in the Classic pe-

riod.

In other respects, however, the Mitla Fortress is

more similar to Guirun than to El Palmillo. At its

height. El Palmillo had three to four times as

many terraces as the other two sites. Yet the total

volume of public architecture at El Palmillo is

comparable to that at the other two sites, so that

there are many more structures, platforms, and

plazas relative to the total number of terraces at

the Mitla Fortress and Guirun. At El Palmillo.

there are more than 1 2 terraces for every structure

or platform, while at Guirun and the fortress there

are less than four. The same pattern occurs with

plazas, with more than 2(X) terraces for every pla-

za at El Palmillo and less than 70 at Guirun and

the Mitla Fortress. These differences likely reflect

distinct organizational and administrative strate-

gies. Integration at El Palmillo may have been

more bottom up, with greater household to house-

hold integration, especially among residents of

adjacent strings of neighboring terraces that

shared retaining walls.

Still, the monumental architecture at all three
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Table 6. 1 . Mound Volumes in Monte Alban's Bar-

rios and Other Terrace Sites in Oaxaca

Mound Volume



Table 6.3. Selected Stone Tools at Terrace Sites in Eastern Tlacolula



Table 6.4. Ceramic Production at Terrace Sites in Eastern Tlacolula



At Guinin, residents of several site sectors were

heavily involved in working stone from the La

Cuadrada quarry. We also found variation in the

distributions of chert debris among site sections

indicating that early-stage and late-stage chert re-

duction often took place in different parts of the

site, in spite of the fact that chert outcrops are

situated in most site segments.
At El Palmillo. the production of chert tools

was most prominent in a few site sections, espe-

cially the southern ridgetop and two other site sec-

lions closer to the base of the hill. Stone tool as-

semblages varied across the site. Whereas scrap-

ers were more evenly distributed, raspadores
were especially common in two site sections; pro-

cessing xerophytic plants for fiber may have been

an important economic activity in those parts of

the site. Loci of low-intensity ceramic production
were dispersed across several areas of the site. Yet

specialized ceramic production for exchange did

occur in one site sector (section 4) on the lower

part of the main western face of the hill, in the

area of the site with the greatest concentration of

economic activities. Households in this site sec-

tion also worked chert and local greenstone and

made blades from imported obsidian.

At Monte Alban, several elite materials—shell

and obsidian—were found in at least low quanti-

ties across the site. Yet most of the production and

consumption of these goods was carried out in or

near the site subdivision that includes the Main

Plaza, where Blanton (1978:79) identified 12 lo-

cations of obsidian working and six for shell. Res-

idents of other barrios at Monte Alban specialized

in quarrying the local bedrock for construction

stone and ground stone tools, some specialized in

making tools from chert/quartzite (Blanton 1978;

Misner 1993), and at least one barrio (Atzompa)

engaged in large-scale ceramic production (Fein-

man 1980).

On the basis of seven cores and one flake, Fin-

sten (1995:61) identified specialized obsidian pro-

duction for one terrace group at Jalieza. Possible

evidence of obsidian working in other terrace

groups at the site was less clear. Working of chert,

mostly for expedient tools, occurred in most ter-

race groups. Only a few terrace groups specialized
in ceramic production, mostly low intensity.

Although a range of basic goods and craft items

was produced at all of these hilltop sites, in many
respects, craft production appears to have been

more important for the sites in eastern Tlacolula.

Blanton (1978:96) estimates that about 10% of

Monte Alban's residents were involved in craft

production. Finsten (1996) argues for little spe-

cialized production at Jalieza. Based on the quan-

tity and wide dispersal of craft debris at hilltop

terrace sites in Tlacolula, we suspect that a much

higher percentage of people at those sites engaged
in at least part-time craft production. The limited

agricultural potential (especially for corn) in this

dry arm of the valley may have been one factor

(Kowalewski et al. 1989:245).

Specialized household craft production was es-

tablished in the Valley of Oaxaca prior to 1000

B.C. (Flannery and Winter 1976; Marcus 1989;

Marcus and Flannery 1996:10; Winter and Pires-

Ferreira 1976). It is difficult to evaluate the inten-

sity of this production especially from surface re-

mains. Yet based on the empirical record from

both excavations (Feinman 1999; Feinman and

Nicholas 2000) and survey (Feinman 1986; Ko-

walewski et al. 1989), we suspect that the mag-
nitude or intensity of house-based manufacture

was at least equal to or greater during the Classic

period as compared to earlier times. That is, in

the Classic period, the volume of goods produced
for exchange per house would seem to have been

equivalent or greater while more houses were in-

volved in craft production. This latter observation

(Blanton et al. 1982; Kowalewski et al. 1989) is

not surprising given that the regional population

of the Valley of Oaxaca was significantly larger

during the Classic period than it was earlier. The

sizes of the top-ranked communities in the region,

such as Monte Albdn, also were much greater

than were the largest settlements during the Early

and Middle Formative periods (Kowalewski

1990b). Thus although household economic spe-

cialization has a long history in the region, the

implications for the intra- and interregional net-

works of exchange were far from constant. More

specifically, if the Classic period residents of these

large hilltop sites were producing a range of dif-

ferent goods, how were they exchanged?
At Monte Alban, Blanton (1978:86) identified

a large open area with no structures or residential

constructions in the middle of a densely populated

area in a lower subdivision, far from the Main

Plaza, that he proposed to have been a market-

place. The area is adjacent to a major road at

Monte Alban, and ample evidence for craft pro-

duction was noted on the surrounding terraces.

We suspect that a similar large open plaza at El

Palmillo also may have been a market area. This

feature (Plaza H) is located on top of the low

piedmont spur at the base of El Palmillo, with

several small structures and platforms on its pe-
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riphery. It is not associated with any monumental

constructions. Several ancient roads, beginning at

the base of the hill below, lead up to this plaza;

one of these paths continues up into the main oc-

cupied area of the site above the plaza. We also

have found the most indications for the special-

ized production of a range of goods in the site

section just above this possible market area.

In an interesting analysis of possible market-

places in the Mixteca Alta region of Oaxaca,

Pluckhahn and Kowalewski (2003) synthesize

available information on ethnographic market-

places in Oaxaca. One variable they looked at was

size. According to Beals (1973:123), the market-

place at Ayutla, the most important in the Western

Mijeria, measures about 2700 m2
. A secondary

market in Nochixtlan, in the Mixteca Alta, covers

3440 m2
(Warner 1976:121). Plaza H at El Pal-

millo has an area of approximately 2900 m2 and

so falls within the range of these marketplaces.

At the Mitla Fortress, a smaller plaza on the

lower part of the southeastern spur of the site also

may have been a market area. Plaza G is situated

adjacent to a large platform and has several small

stone foundations that do not look like room or

house foundations. Four ancient roads, from all

directions, lead to this open area. This possible

marketplace measures 476 m2
, only slightly larger

than a tertiary market (the lowest level in the Oa-

xaca peasant market system) at Mitla (395 m2
;

Beals 1975:133).

Although the archaeological definition of these

open areas as marketplaces is difficult to confirm,

their presence in conjunction with surface indi-

cations of specialized production and systems of

roads leading up to them provides support for

marketplace exchange in Oaxaca by the Classic

period. Significantly, in the Mixtec region of Oa-

xaca, sixteenth-century markets were often near

the boundaries of communities and not at settle-

ment centers (Pohl et al. 1997).

Defense

Guirun, El Palmillo, and the Mitla Fortress were

situated on defensible hills or mountain ridges that

were set off from the valley floor by steep slopes
that constrained access into the heart of these

sites. All three sites were guarded by sets of de-

fensive stone walls, often situated across the areas

of easiest movement onto the sites. Once inside

the settlements, there are proscribed or defined

routes and accessways that identify major paths

of communication through the sites.

In spite of these parallels, defense appears to

have been a somewhat greater concern at El Pal-

millo and the Mitla Fortress. These two freestand-

ing landforms ultimately would have been easier

to guard and defend against antagonistic visitors.

In contrast, it would have been much more diffi-

cult to guard all possible entries into Guirun given
the dispersed ridge system on which the site is

located. Another indication of the greater concern

with defense at El Palmillo and the fortress is the

higher quantity of projectile points we found at

those two locations (40 at El Palmillo and 35 at

the fortress) compared to Guirun (8) (Figures

3.19, 6.1-6.4). Although the points were dis-

persed at El Palmillo, many were found in lower

site sections. At the fortress most were found on

the ridgetop just outside the huge stone walls that

surround the summit. These distributions could

point to areas of the respective sites where fight-

ing may have taken place. Yet it is unclear just

how frequently the residents of any of these sites

may or may not have engaged in antagonistic ac-

tivities or warfare. In point of fact, projectile

points are not particularly abundant compared to

other stone tools. The numbers collected during

the site survey were not great, and they constitute

a very small proportion (only 1.5%) of all of stone

tools in our excavated collections (1999-2003) at

El Palmillo (Feinman et al. 2003).

There also were more defensive walls at El Pal-

millo and the Mitla Fortress than at Guirun. In

addition to the huge stone walls on the summit,

other walls guarded the base of the fortress, es-

pecially the more accessible southeastern spur.

Many of the wall remnants we mapped may have

been more continuous when the site was occu-

pied.

The walls at the Mitla Fortress and El Palmillo

often are associated with strings of terraces. At

the fortress, these high stone retaining walls guard
and limit access to the long ridgetop and summit

that form the core of the site. At El Palmillo the

strings of terraces with the highest stone retaining

walls are closer to the base of the hill. Two long

strings of terraces circle the base of the more ac-

cessible western face. They are joined in the cen-

ter by large platforms that guard the principal en-

try into the heart of the site and abut steep im-

passable bedrock on their far ends. The top of the

low piedmont spur at the base of El Palmillo,

which provides the easiest access into the site, is
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Fig. 6.1. The most complete nonobsidian projectile points from the Mitla Fortress, a. Left to right: Terrace 196,

near Structure 96. b. Left to right: Terrace 1%. Platform 5, Plaza F. c. Terrace 313. d. Left to right: Structure 71,

Platform 100, Terrace 150, Terrace 82.
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Fig. 6.2. Small chert projectile points and point preforms from El Palmillo. a. Top left to bottom right: from near

Platform 41, on slope between Terrace 1440 and Platform 41, Terrace 1 106, Terrace 1387, Terrace 413, Terrace 166.

b. Top left to bottom right: Terrace 691, Platform 18, Terrace 1 108, Terrace 1340, Structure 22, Terrace 1 106, Terrace

941. c. Top left to bottom right: Terrace 1392, Terrace 827, Terrace 1392, Terrace 535, Terrace 1078, Terrace 1 136.
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Fig. 6.3. Large projectile points from El Palmillo. a. Left to right: Terrace 275. Structure 20. Terrace 1095. b.

Left to right:. Terrace 205, Terrace 83.

circled by three long concentric strings of terraces

that share unbroken retaining walls.

Although there are fewer high stone walls at

Guirun. the site was still defensible. The topog-

raphy of the site includes several narrow ridgetops
with steep slopes that are very difficult to ascend.

Similar to Monte Alban, these slopes often were

left unwalled, the steep slope itself being a deter-

rent. Only the easiest areas of approach at Guirun

were well guarded by walls or wall segments.
At Monte Alban, a long wall at the base of the

hill, with gatelike structures on a major route into

the city that passes through this wall, clearly was

constructed for defense (Blanton 1978:65). Simi-

lar to the Tlacolula hilltop sites, walls often were

constructed across slopes of easiest access. Yet
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es of shell we found were not concentrated near

the site's civic-ceremonial core.

El Palmillo, the Mitla Fortress, and Guirun also

differ from each other in significant respects. Gui-

run is less defensible, with dispersed neighbor-

hoods that may have enjoyed some autonomy. El

Palmillo was the most defensible, at least until the

late and massive stone walls were built at the Mit-

la Fortress. Access into and through the site may
have been tightly controlled.

As large population centers and loci of craft

production, terrace sites played a significant role

in the economy of the Valley of Oaxaca, probably

serving as major arenas of exchange through mar-

kets. Similarities in ceramic assemblages at most

sites in the valley would seem to indicate inter-

action and participation in regional economic ex-

change networks. Yet given the defensive nature

of the hilltop terrace sites, at least some degree of

tension likely existed among them. The defensive

features appear geared to protect the inhabitants

from neighboring communities as well as intrud-

ers from outside the valley. The residents of these

settlements did not always have a peaceful coex-

istence, even though they were interdependent on

each other through exchange and seem to have

been part of the same Zapotec polity, centered at

Monte Alban, for much of their histories.
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Implications and Conclusions

Hilltop
terrace sites have long been recognized

as an important, albeit somewhat sketchily

understood, component of prehispanic settlement

in the Valley of Oaxaca. The extensive settlement

pattern surveys of the 1970s and 1980s provided

basic characterizations of these distinctive com-

munities as well as critical regional context. Yet

the methods of regional survey that are so effec-

tive for gaining broad intersite and interregional

perspectives often do not provide sufficient time

or effort at any one site to gather the kinds of

information necessary for more detailed intrasite

studies. To do so would compromise the most im-

portant goals of regional survey. The examination

of a series of more directed questions about ev-

eryday life at terrace sites and the nature of the

site and regional economies require finer-grained

data. Although the information acquired through
intensive surface studies are not nearly as detailed

as those derived from excavation, they do provide
an intermediate level of information concerning
variation between sites and within sites.

Through intensive surface studies at three hill-

top terrace sites in the eastern Tlacolula arm of

the valley, we have gathered new information on

intersite and intrasite variation in site layouts, the

articulation of construction features, economic ac-

tivities, defense, and the multiplicity of roles of

terrace sites in the prehispanic Valley of Oaxaca.

Yet even so, our interpretations and discussions

remain preliminary. A larger sample of intensive-

ly studied terrace sites is needed along with more

detailed information from excavations in domestic

contexts to answer with greater certainty many of

the questions we have posed.

Are Terraces Residential or

Agricultural?

Prior to our intensive site surveys, domestic de-

bris and occasionally stone house foundations had

been observed on terraces at hilltop sites during

the regional surveys (Blanton et al. 1982; Kowa-

lewski et al. 1989), and excavations on three ter-

races at Monte Alban had exposed domcst it-

house structures (Winter 1974). Yet questions re-

mained concerning other settlements and what

percentage of terraces at Monte Alban were do-

mestic. In other words, was the unearthing of do-

mestic architecture on several terraces at that site

typical of all terraces at Monte Alban? And were

terraces at other hilltop sites functionally similar

to those at the regional capital? Ancient agricul-

tural terraces had been identified at prehispanic

sites in Oaxaca (Flannery et al. 1967; Neely 1970;

Neely et al. 1990) and elsewhere in highland

Mexico (Donkin 1979; Sanders 1972; Woodbury
and Neely 1972). Even at Monte Alban, the re-

gional capital, Blanton (1978) identified some

lower terraces as agricultural based on the ab-

sence of domestic debris.

The findings of the intensive site surveys at the

Mitla Fortress, Guirun. and El Palmillo strongly

support the hypothesis that the primary role of

terraces at these hilltop sites was residential. Do-

mestic trash is present on almost all terraces in

every sector of these sites, on terraces from near

the public cores at the summit to those at the low-

ermost edges of the settlements. Pottery and stone

tools and production debris from a range of local

and imported materials are abundant on many ter-
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races. There are distinct patterns in the distribu-

tion of these materials across the sites that would

be nearly impossible to account for solely by ran-

dom dumping of domestic trash on agricultural

fields. In addition, some of the stone artifacts, es-

pecially metates and other large pieces of cut

stone, are too heavy to have been carried out to

agricultural fields for fertilizer.

Stone foundations of houses and small domes-

tic tombs are found on a small proportion of the

mapped terraces at all three sites; fragments of

building stone are found on many others. If our

subsequent excavations at El Palmillo, where we
have exposed a series of residential complexes on

terraces, can serve as a guide (Feinman et al.

2002), the low proportion of terraces with visible

houses on the surface is more the result of cen-

turies of post-occupational colluvial deposition

and not due to the lack of subsurface residential

architecture on the terraces. Many terraces, espe-

cially at El Palmillo and the Mitla Fortress, also

had stone-lined entryways leading up to them

from below; such features are not typical of ag-

ricultural terraces.

Some of the smaller terraces at the Mitla For-

tress and El Palmillo may not have held separate

residences, yet they still were part of "house

lots." Many of these smaller terraces were in

steep areas of the sites with outcropping bedrock

where it would have been difficult to construct

large terraces. Households in these areas instead

may have constructed and used several small ad-

jacent terraces, possibly carrying out separate do-

mestic tasks on different terraces. From our sub-

sequent excavations at El Palmillo, we found one

houselot that incorporated two small adjacent ter-

races (Feinman et al. 2001, 2002), yet excavations

on a wider range of terraces will be necessary to

ascertain whether this pattern is typical or rare.

Nevertheless, it seems clear that terrace sites in

Oaxaca were residential and that, in this regard,

Monte Alban was not unique or distinctive in the

region. It remains possible that some small terrace

sites in Oaxaca may have been short-term occu-

pations or military redoubts, yet we suspect that

most of these hilltop sites, with their large num-
bers of residential terraces, were large towns and

population centers that were occupied for centu-

ries. The population estimates and demographic
reconstructions from the regional settlement sur-

veys (Blanton et al. 1982; Kowalewski et al.

1989) are borne out by our more intensive studies.

If anything, the regional survey estimates are apt
to be a bit conservative, with more domestic units

compactly packed on settlement slopes. Densely

populated towns were key parts of the Valley of

Oaxaca landscape, especially during the Classic

and Postclassic periods.

Occupational History of Terrace Sites

Hilltop terrace sites in the Valley of Oaxaca were

heavily populated settled communities that were

occupied for hundreds of years. Yet the specific

population histories vary from site to site. Many
began as small settlements in Monte Alban Late

I and II and then expanded greatly during IIIA,

when hilltop sites became common features of the

valley landscape, especially in the dry eastern

Tlacolula arm. During the Classic period, as much
as two-thirds of the valley's population resided in

these hilltop centers.

After the Early Classic period, occupational

histories of these hilltop centers diverged, and in-

dividual terrace sites followed different demo-

graphic trajectories. By the Late Postclassic, El

Palmillo and Monte Alban were smaller than they

had been during the Classic period, while Guiriin,

like other sites in eastern Tlacolula, reached its

peak. How individual terraces sites were orga-

nized, where they were located, what economic

activities were key, and the nature and extent of

their exchange networks affected how they weath-

ered local and regional-scale changes at the end

of the Classic period. In other words, while hilltop

terrace sites in the Valley of Oaxaca were most

prevalent during the last 1500 years of the pre-

hispanic era, each site seems to have its own dis-

tinct occupational record.

Terrace Site Function and
Organization

As centers of dense populations, hilltop terrace

sites had many roles in the regional system, serv-

ing as loci of civic-ceremonial activities, craft

production, and defense. Most terrace sites are de-

fensively situated, yet the three hilltop commu-
nities that are the focus of this study were not just

fortresses, and considerable energy was invested

in constructing and maintaining the residential ter-

races (Kowalewski et al. 2004).

Many large terrace sites, especially in eastern

Tlacolula, were centers of craft production.
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Households at these settlements produced a range

of goods for their own local use as well as for

exchange to neighbors, other sectors of the site,

or to other sites. As some of the largest commu-
nities in the Tlacolula Valley, El Palmillo, Guirun.

and the Mitla Fortress also were civic-ceremonial

centers. Yet architecturally, each of these sites

stands in stark contrast to Monte Alban in terms

of the scale, monumentality, and diversity of pub-

lic construction.

The layout and residential organization of hill-

top settlements also varied between sites and over

time. Some, like El Palmillo and the Mitla For-

tress, were compact settlements located on one

freestanding landform, with long rows of terraces

sharing retaining walls. Others, like Guirun and

Jalieza, were more dispersed, with terraces spread

across a series of ridges, and with distinct barrios

or neighborhoods. This barrio organization based

on groups of terraces appears to have been part

of life on all three investigated terrace sites. There

is little monumental public architecture situated in

lower barrios at most sites, and neighborhoods

may have enjoyed a degree of autonomy. Domes-

tic units may have been integrated at least partly

through exchange, as households living in differ-

ent sectors of the site specialized in a different

range of goods.
The presence of short pathways and ramps link-

ing terraces at each of the sites was a principal

finding of the intensive surveys. At the same time,

it appears that adjacent terraces often were tightly

packed, sharing the same front retaining wall,

with only a separating wall dividing the edges or

sides of each residential unit. In addition, long

paths were found leading up and through each of

the sites, sometimes with gateway features. These

paths or roads channeled access in these settle-

ments, which clearly had high degrees of house-

to-house and neighborhood-to-neighborhood in-

terconnections.

In some ways, the eastern Tlacolula terrace

sites that were investigated, particularly El Pal-

millo and the fortress, had certain structural (al-

though not specific architectural) characteristics

that resemble the pueblos of the American South-

west. They are composed of small modular do-

mestic units that are tightly packed and that as a

totality make up a larger architectural whole. Like

pueblos, the proportional labor or energetic in-

vestment in domestic architecture is high relative

to the labor invested in public space or civic-cer-

emonial features. As with the pueblos of the

Southwest, we suspect that terrace site organiza-

tion belies a strong emphasis on horizontal links

between domestic units, although the internal or-

ganization of the hilltop terrace settlements in Oa-

xaca, with platform mounds generally concentrat-

ed at the tops of these sites, was more hierarchical

than in the southwestern pueblos.

The Economy

Craft production was a significant activity at the

three investigated hilltop sites. A range of craft

goods was produced in household settings. Not

only did communities specialize in different pro-

ductive activities, but individual households or

neighborhoods within communities also focused

on making different goods. The recovery of sur-

face debris on many terraces indicative of a range

of productive activities adds support to the view

that prehispanic Mesoamerican craft manufacture

was enacted in domestic (as opposed to factory)

contexts (see also Evans 1988; Feinman 1999;

Healan 1986; Hirth 1995; Roemer 1982; Shafer

and Hester 1983; Smith 1994; Widmer 1991).

Even though specialized household production

for exchange was present in Valley of Oaxaca

since the Early Formative period, a range of find-

ings from surface and subsurface field research

(Feinman 1986; Feinman et al. 1984; Feinman

and Nicholas 2000; Kowalewski et al. 1989; Win-

ter 1984) lead us to postulate that the intensity or

volume of that production tended to be at least as

great (and likely greater) in the Classic period as

it was in the Early-Middle Formative. At the same

time, the region's population, its degree of settle-

ment nucleation, and the number of households

engaged in at least part-time production activities

was larger during the Classic period than it was

earlier (Kowalewski et al. 1989). Therefore, the

volume of goods that were being exchanged dur-

ing the Classic period likely far exceeded earlier

economic flows.

Given large populations and site locations far

from prime agricultural land, the inhabitants of

hilltop settlements in eastern Tlacolula likely

sometimes needed to import food, especially

maize, as this crop could not be grown reliably

every year in this driest part of the valley (Kirkby

1973; Nicholas 1989). Today, crop failures are a

common occurrence in eastern Tlacolula, and,

based on early historic accounts, relatively little

maize was grown in this sector of the valley (Can-

seco 1580). The residents of the hilltop sites prob-
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ably were not entirely self-sufficient in maize, and

these households likely produced goods to ex-

change for grain to supplement a diet based also

on local xerophytic plants. Such plants (including

maguey and yucca) even today often grow more

abundantly on archaeological sites as compared to

elsewhere in this region. The range of these eco-

nomically valuable xerophytic plants may have

been expanded by the prehispanic Oaxacans, who
also likely fostered and tended these species close

to their homes (e.g., Hodgson 2001). Maguey,

yucca, nopal, and other plants so abundant at east-

ern Tlacolula terrace sites thrive on stone walls

and in various locations that are too steep for

maize and other seed crops. We also have record-

ed a suite of features, tools, and implements that

seems to point to the past significance of these

xerophytic plants in subsistence and craft activi-

ties. Perhaps the view that maize was uniformly

important across the Valley of Oaxaca needs to be

reconsidered.

But what was the mechanism of exchange? At

the larger geographic scale of Mesoamerica, there

is little question that more craft goods and re-

sources were moving from one region to another

in the Classic period in comparison to earlier

times (Berdan et al. 2003; Drennan 1984a,b).

Cloth has been argued to be an important com-

modity in this increasing Classic period flow of

materials across the macroregion (Stark et al.

1998). In the Late Postclassic period, the role of

cloth manufacture and its consequent exchange
has been closely linked with market system ex-

pansion during Aztec times in central Mexico

(Berdan 1987; Blanton 1999; Brumfiel 1980).

Likewise, the cultivation of agave and other xe-

rophytic plants in the northern part of the Basin

of Mexico and their use in the fabrication of fab-

ric (ixtle) as well as other products at that time

also has been closely tied to the growing role of

intraregional exchange, likely at least in part fo-

cused on the elaborate market system (Blanton

1996:49; Cook 1949).

The demographic growth in the eastern Tlaco-

lula arm of the Valley of Oaxaca almost certainly

was timed with the greater reliance on drought-
resistant plants and likely the increasing produc-
tion of ixtle (along with a range of other craft

products) (Feinman et al. 2002). We have pre-
sented evidence that this specialized production

likely entailed not only intrasite exchanges (at the

three sites studied), but also intravalley exchang-
es. We suspect that face-to-face reciprocal ex-

changes could not have accommodated this vol-

ume of transaction, and massive storage facilities

of the kind that would have been requisite for

large-scale redistribution have not been recovered

in prehispanic Oaxaca. Furthermore, the direct

control or taxing of so many household producers
would have been a difficult administrative task.

And redistribution would have been a cumber-

some and energetically inefficient strategy for the

occupants of these hilltop towns, moving goods
down the hill to some nodal point in the region,

and then moving other goods back up to admin-

istrative precincts at the top of the hill. Market-

place exchanges seem a logical alternative, espe-

cially since comparative historical studies have

found that across the world most archaic states are

associated with marketplace exchange systems

(Blanton 1983; Claessen and Skalnik 1978). In

regard to prehispanic Mesoamerica, the highly de-

veloped market systems of the Late Postclassic

period (Blanton 1996; Smith and Berdan 2003)

seem unlikely to have emerged de novo, and Clas-

sic period antecedents provide a logical founda-

tion (e.g., Blanton and Feinman 1984; Hirth 1998;

Winter 1998).

Defense

The inhabitants of hilltop terrace sites, from the

small early terrace communities of Late I and II

(Feinman and Nicholas 1996) to the large hilltop

centers of the Classic and Postclassic periods,

were certainly cognizant of defensive consider-

ations. They built their settlements on defensible

landforms and at times constructed high stone

walls and other defensive features to limit access

into their communities. Defense clearly has been

important in Oaxaca for a long time (Canseco

1580) and appears to have been a significant fac-

tor in the founding and rise of Monte Alban

(Blanton 1978).

Nevertheless, it is not clear that the only defen-

sive concerns were external. The least defensible

of the three sites we studied is situated on a series

of ridges at the edge of the valley. At Guirun,

more energy was expended in protecting the set-

tlement from the valley side of the site than from

the east (facing the ethnically different Mixe re-

gion) where people could have come over the

mountains and into the site. Consequently, it

seems that intraregional defensive considerations

also may have been important in determining site

location. Perhaps we must consider the possibility
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that the Monte Alban polity was not always po-

litically unified or devoid of internal squabbles

and that at times there were internal factions and

conflicts, with confrontations periodically occur-

ring within the bounds of the Monte Alban state.

The relaciones make continual references to mil-

itary encounters between neighboring communi-

ties in the valley (Flannery 1983a; Whitecotton

1977:141), so we know that such stresses and

strains were present during the Postclassic period

following the fall of the Monte Alban polity and

political balkanization. Yet from the relaciones, it

is evident that these conflicts were at the scale of

town versus town and not nation versus nation

(Flannery 1983a). and so they occurred within the

context of integrated polities. Even into the twen-

tieth century there was much fighting and feuding

between villages in the valley, with groups raiding

each other (Dennis 1987). It would seem that

peace and unity were not always practiced even

during the era of Monte Alban's hegemony.

Final Conclusions

In sum, this investigation has helped us clarify the

nature of Oaxaca's hilltop terrace settlements as

well as some of their key differences. These sites

were long occupied residential towns and com-

munities in which production for exchange un-

derpinned the economics of the people who lived

there. Defense was an important concern as well,

but each of the eastern Tlacolula settlements was

first and foremost a center of population and not

a fortress. Both house-to-house economic inter-

dependency and strong horizontal links between

neighboring residential units appear to have been

important for intrasettlement integration, whereas

monumental civic-ceremonial construction and

top-down administrative control seem less signif-

icant. Additional intensive surveys and excava-

tions at the large corpus of terraced communities

in the Valley of Oaxaca should help refine and

define the nature and diversity of these commu-
nities in the years to come.
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Appendix 5.d. Guirun Plaza Summary

Plaza



Appendix 5.e. Guiriin Wall Summary



Appendix 5.f. Guirun Stairway Summary

Stair Associated

no. Section Length Width Area Structures Other Comments

1



Appendix 6.a. El Palmillo Terrace Summary

Terrace Section Length Width Area LI II IIIA IIIB/IV House Tomb Entry

1



Appkndix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area M II IIIA IIIB/IV House Tomb Kntry

60



Appendix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area LI II IIIA IIIB/IV House Tomb Entry

119



Appendix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area LI II III \ IIIB/IV House Tomb Kntry

178



Appendix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area LI II IIIA IIIB/IV House Tomb Entry

237



Appendix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area LI II IIIA IIIB/IV V House Tomb Entry

296



Appendix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area LI II IIIA IIIB/IV House Tomb Entry

355



AiM-i \hi\ 6. \. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area II II III \ IIIB/IV House Tomb Entry

414



Appendix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area LI IIIA IIIB/IV House Tomb Entry

473



Appkndix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area LI II IIIA IIIB/IV House Tomb Entry

532



Appendix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area LI II IIIA IIIB/IV V House Tomb Entry

591



Appendix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area LI II III \ IIIB/IV House Tomb Entry

650



Appendix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area LI IIIA IIIB/IV House Tomb Entry

709



Appkndix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area II II III \ IIIB/IV House I Mini. Entry

768



Appendix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area LI II IIIA IIIB/IV V House Tomb Entry

827



Appkndix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area LI II III \ IIIB/IV House Tomb Entry

886



Appendix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area LI II IIIA IIIB/IV House Tomb Entry

945



\i'i'i M)i\ 6.\. Continual

Terrace Section Length Width Area II II III \ IIIB/IV House Tomb Entry

1004



Appendix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area LI II IIIA IIIB/IV House Tomb Entry

1063



Appkndix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area LI II Ml \ I1IB/IV House Tomb Entry

1122



Appendix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area LI IIIA IIIB/IV House Tomb Entry

1181



Appendix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area LI II ill \ IUB/IV V House Tomb Entry

1240



Appendix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area LI II IIIA IIIB/IV House Tomb Entry

1299



Appkndix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area LI II IIIA IIIB/IV House Tomb Entry

1358

1359

1360

1361

1362

1363

1364

1365

1366

1367

1368

1369

1370

1371

1372

1373

1374

1375

1376

1377

1378

1379

1380

1381

1382

1383

1384

1385

1386

1387

1388

1389

1390

1391

1392

1393

1394

1395

1396

1397

1398

1399

1400

1401

1402

1403

1404

1405

1406

1407

1408

1409

1410

1411

1412

1413

1414

1415

1416

10.0

4.0

6.0

6.0

5.0

4.0

4.5

6.0

7.0

18.0

13.0

6.0

5.0

18.0

19.0

22.0

7.5

16.0

6.5

5.0

16.0

19.0

13.0

6.5

18.0

10.0

8.5

9.0

6.0

8.5

14.0

13.5

22.0

14.0

23.0

20.0

9.0

15.0

17.5

9.0

13.0

12.0

14.0

17.0

18.0

10.0

6.0

12.0

11.0

14.0

15.0

7.0

12.0

7.0

7.0

13.0

17.0

22.0

22.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.5

9.0

7.0

6.0

6.0

7.0

7.0

8.0

5.0

5.0

6.0

6.0

4.0

6.0

6.0

2.5

5.0

5.0

5.0

4.0

4.0

2.5

10.0

10.0

10.0

7.0

7.0

8.0

4.0

2.5

3.0

3.0

4.0

3.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

3.0

4.5

5.0

7.0

5.0

5.0

3.0

4.0

3.0

3.0

5.0

6.0

5.0

4.0

40.0

16.0

24.0

24.0

20.0

16.0

18.0

24.0

31.5

162.0

91.0

36.0

30.0

126.0

133.0

176.0

37.5

80.0

39.0

30.0

64.0

114.0

78.0

16.3

90.0

50.0

42.5

36.0

24.0

21.3

140.0

135.0

220.0

98.0

161.0

160.0

36.0

37.5

52.5

27.0

52.0

36.0

70.0

85.0

90.0

30.0

27.0

60.0

77.0

70.0

75.0

21.0

48.0

21.0

21.0

65.0

102.0

110.0

88.0
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Appendix 6.a. Continued

Terrace Section Length Width Area LI II IIIA IIIB/IV House Tomb Entry

1417
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Appendix 6.d. El Palmillo Plaza Summary

Plaza Section Length Width Area LI II IIIA IIIB/IV V Associated Structures

A



Appendix 6.k. El Palmillo Wall Summary



Appendix 6.e. Continued

Wall Section Length Height Function

Associated

Structures Associated Terraces

60



Appendix 6.e. Continued

Wall Section Length Height Function

Associated

Structures Associated Terraces

1 10k



Appendix 6.e. Continued

Wall Section Length Height Function

Associated

Structures Associated Terraces

161
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